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Abstract

Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) aims at spatially superposing virtual information on real-world objects. Over the last decades, it has gained a lot of success and been used in manifold applications in various domains, such as medicine, prototyping, entertainment etc. However, to obtain projections of a good quality one has to deal with multiple problems, among them the most important are the limited projector output gamut, ambient illumination, color background, and arbitrary geometric surface configurations of the projection scene. These factors result in image distortions which require additional compensation steps.

Smart-projections are at the core of PAR applications. Equipped with a projection and acquisitions devices, they control the projection appearance and introduce corrections on the fly to compensate distortions. Although active structured-light techniques have been so far the de-facto method to address such problems, this PhD thesis addresses a relatively new unintrusive content-based approach for geometric compensation of multiple planar surfaces and for object recognition in SAR.

Firstly, this thesis investigates the use of color-invariance for feature matching quality enhancement in projection-acquisition scenarios. The performance of most state-of-the art methods are studied along with the proposed local histogram equalization-based descriptor. Secondly, to better address the typical conditions encountered when using a projector-camera system, two datasets of real-world projections were specially prepared for experimental purposes. Through a series of evaluation frameworks, the performance of all considered algorithms is thoroughly analyzed, providing several inferences on that which algorithms are more appropriate in each condition. Thirdly, this PhD work addresses the problem of multiple-surface fitting used to compensate different homography distortions in acquired images. A combination of feature matching and Optical Flow tracking is proposed in order to achieve a more low-weight geometric compensation. Fourthly, an example of new application to object recognition from acquired projections is showed. Finally, a real-time implementation of considered methods on GPU shows prospects for the unintrusive feature matching-based geometric compensation in SAR applications.
Abstract

Les techniques de Réalité Augmentée Spatiale (SAR) visent à superposer spatialement l’information virtuelle sur des objets physiques. Au cours des dernières décennies elles ont connu une grande expansion et sont utilisées dans divers domaines, tels que la médecine, le prototypage, le divertissement etc. Cependant, pour obtenir des projections de bonne qualité, plusieurs problèmes doivent être résolus, les plus importants étant la gamme de couleurs réduite du projecteur, la lumière ambiante, la couleur du fond, et la configuration arbitraire de la surface de projection dans la scène. Ces facteurs entraînent des distorsions dans les images qui requièrent des processus de compensation complémentaires. Les projections intelligentes (smart projections) sont au cœur des applications de SAR. Réalisées à partir d’un dispositif de projection et d’un dispositif d’acquisition, elles contrôlent l’aspect de la projection et effectuent des corrections à la volée pour compenser les distorsions. Bien que les méthodes actives de Lumière Structurée aient été utilisées classiquement pour résoudre ces problèmes de compensation géométrique, cette thèse propose une nouvelle approche non intrusive pour la compensation géométrique de plusieurs surfaces planes et pour la reconnaissance des objets en SAR s’appuyant uniquement sur la capture du contenu projeté. Premièrement, cette thèse étudie l’usage de l’invariance couleur pour améliorer la qualité de la mise en correspondance entre primitives dans une configuration d’acquisition des images vidéoprojetées. Nous comparons la performance de la plupart des méthodes de l’état de l’art avec celle du descripteur proposé basé sur l’égalisation d’histogramme. Deuxièmement, pour mieux traiter les conditions standard des systèmes projecteur-caméra, deux ensembles de données de captures de projections réelles, ont été spécialement préparés à des fins expérimentales. La performance de tous les algorithmes considérés est analysée de façon approfondie et des propositions de recommandations sont faites sur le choix des algorithmes les mieux adaptés en fonction des conditions expérimentales (paramètres image, disposition spatiale, couleur du fond…). Troisièmement, nous considérons le problème d’ajustement multi-surface pour compenser des distorsions d’homographie dans les images acquises. Une combinaison de mise en correspondance entre les primitives et de Flux Optique est proposée afin d’obtenir une compensation géométrique plus rapide. Quatrième-
ment, une nouvelle application en reconnaissance d’objet à partir de captures d’images vidéo-projetées est mise en œuvre. Finalement, une implémentation GPU temps réel des algorithmes considérés ouvre des pistes pour la compensation géométrique non intrusive en SAR basée sur la mise en correspondances entre primitives.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Context

Projection-based (Spatial) Augmented Reality (PAR or SAR) is a form of Virtual Reality that superposes virtual information on real-world objects by means of projection devices. Over the last decades it has been used for many applications in cultural heritage, medicine, industry, computer games production and many others. The central role in such applications is played by the Projector-Camera system that generally combines one or several projector devices and a camera or proprioceptive sensors. With the development of modern technologies, such as pico-projectors, the size of devices has been reducing significantly along with their cost which makes them appropriate for the use in various everyday applications.

The main benefit of the Projector-Camera (ProCam) system is the possibility to control and dynamically adjust the projected content to achieve the desirable appearance. It is secured by placing the camera so that it captures the part of the scene where the content is projected. Then the system analyzes projections acquired with the camera and compares them with the reference images. Finally, according to the computed difference, it introduces a correction to the reference image so that its projection is perceived by the viewer as similar to the original image.

Unfortunately, the compensation appears to be a very difficult task due to numerous conditions to be accounted for, such as the ambient illumination, colorful or textured background and the geometry of the projection scene. All these components distort the final projection photometrically and geometrically, in such a manner that it can hardly be precisely estimated by a theoretical model. To deal with this problem, approximated models are widely used. Geometric and photometric distortions are often compensated separately, which means that color correction methods assume that the projection and the reference
image are perfectly registered. Similarly, strong photometric distortions may complicate geometric transform estimation.

The distortion compensation process in Camera-Projector Systems usually consists of two main stages. The first one is offline-calibration which aims at estimating the color and geometric device parameters of both camera and projector that do not change while the system is working. The set of parameters may contain, for example, the camera and projector responses, geometrical per-pixel mapping from projector to camera, and the illumination in the scene if it remains constant over time. The second part of the compensation process is meant for the estimation of missing parameters that change dynamically such as surface geometry and background color. Once all the parameters are estimated, the compensated image is computed and projected back in the scene.

The focus of my PhD thesis is geometric compensation of the projection with any color correction precedently applied. For instance, uncalibrated projection and acquisition devices as well as different illuminations are the factors that need to be addressed in this case.

There have been a lot of works on geometric projection compensation in Projector-Camera systems. Most of them belong to the group of active methods which is based on structured light [41, 96, 97, 128, 138]. Such algorithms embed special patterns in the projected images to facilitate information extraction which is relevant to color and geometry estimation. Although they can address both the static and the dynamic scenarios without any severe constraints on the projection scene, they still have some drawbacks. Firstly, the initial projected content has to be modified to embed the patterns. This limitation can be incompatible with some applications that require high fidelity of rendering, for example medical PAR applications. Secondly, depending on the coding strategy, a projected pattern either interleaves the image data sequence or is embedded in the original images which can interfere with the human perception. The former requires a precise camera-projector synchronization [25], whereas the latter makes it extremely difficult to imperceptibly embed a pattern into the stream using standard commercial cameras [97]. Moreover it puts some constraints on the projected colors and affects the projected frame-rate which can be a restrictive limitation for such applications as teleconferences or video content projections.

Using imperceptible infrared structured-light scanners [4, 8, 122] can solve the aforementioned problems. However, most of them have strong limitations on the maximum work distance and on the amount of acceptable daylight in the scene. Moreover, the affordable devices, kinect for example, have low resolution.

Apart from the structured light approach there have been a few attempts to perform geometric compensation unintrusively by relying only on initial content and captured pro-
1.2 Contributions

This PhD thesis addresses the problem of geometric correction in Projector-Camera systems in the presence of complex illumination.

The questions formulated in my work are the following ones:

- is it possible to geometrically compensate video projections on the basis of the only projected content;
- what are the more suited color invariants in the context of ProCams;
- can it be performed in real-time.
Since the chosen approach does not rely on any source of informations except the projected images themselves, it is important to ensure robust matching of the reference images with the acquired projections. This represents a very challenging task due to (i) arbitrary nature of projected images and (ii) various distortions introduced to the model both by the devices through the projection and acquisition processes, and by the environment through ambient illumination and unhomogenous color background. The problem of geometric compensation in the context of complex illumination is addressed by distinctive local features extracted from the matched images. In order to cope with complex and varying photometric conditions, my research work focuses on color invariance property of feature descriptors that were chosen as a baseline for this work.

In order to compensate for geometric distortions due to projections on multiple surfaces, my work explores a combination of homography estimation and heuristic methods to handle the case of multiple planar transformations. The methods benefit from color-invariant feature descriptors to improve the performance of the Projector-Camera system.

To stress again the difference in the approaches, this PhD work addresses unintrusive geometric compensation that needs only one image frame to estimate and compensate for distortions and does not require projections of any artificial pattern. In contrast, most previous works are based on more intrusive structured light techniques that interleave patterns with projected image frames.

For the considered algorithms this PhD thesis presents qualitative and quantitative evaluations on static data that reflect the quality of geometric compensation achieved using these methods. For this purpose I introduce a new database of projected images, called ProCam database, that I have built for the purpose of evaluating algorithms for geometric compensation in static projector-camera systems. Furthermore, the presented database is extended by added video projections to cover dynamic scenarios with mobile ProCams.

For dynamic compensations, in this PhD thesis I address the problem of spatial-temporal feature matching for projection compensation. In this way, I introduce a new compensation framework that is based on feature matching and Optical Flow point tracking. This temporal adaptation significantly decreases the algorithms time complexity, while keeping the compensation quality on a similar level.

The last part of the thesis is devoted to algorithms implementations. A real-time compensation system based on GPU programming has been evaluated in terms of runtime performance and compensation quality.

To sum up, the contributions of this work are the following:

1. A comprehensive investigation in the domain of Color Invariant Feature Matching is
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presented in the thesis;

2. A Local Histogram Equalization (LHE) method for descriptor computation is introduced to improve the robustness of Feature Matching against complex photometric distortions;

3. Compensation of single- and double-homography transforms in the scene is ensured;

4. A new database of projection images (ProCam database) is presented and used for qualitative algorithm evaluation. A new application of this database for object recognition is presented;

5. Video projections are included in the ProCam database in order to cover the scenario when projector-camera systems are dynamic;

6. A new spatial-temporal compensation framework is introduced in order to efficiently handle projected video sequences;

7. Projection compensation through feature matching is optimized with the use of GPU and evaluated in a real-time compensation framework in terms of run time and compensation quality.

1.3 Thesis outline

The PhD thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 first provides an overview of existing SAR applications. Then, it goes into detail describing three approaches for geometric compensation: the active one, based on Structured-Light, the passive one which relies on projected image content, and the hybrid one that makes use of both passive and active compensations. Chapter 3 focuses on color invariant feature matching and its application for the use in a projector-camera system, that is for projective transforms compensation. Starting from a review of state-of-the-art methods in local feature matching, the chapter addresses color invariance enhancement of intensity-based descriptors. Then it discusses the geometric compensation methods addressed in this PhD thesis. Only projective transformations due to projections on planar surfaces are in the scope of this work. Therefore, homography compensation methods, as well as an extension for multiple-homographies are studied in this chapter. Moreover, a method for spatial-temporal compensation is presented at the end of the chapter. Chapter 4 presents three test datasets deliberately prepared in this work to evaluate different algorithms in the context of projector-camera systems. The first dataset is composed of synthetic images with color and geometric distortions, while the second one
consists of real-world static projections obtained using a projector-camera system. The last dataset comprises video projections acquired in a dynamic scenario. Chapter 5 details the applications of the presented datasets which includes color invariant descriptor evaluation, homography compensation quality assessment both in the static and dynamic scenarios, and object recognition from acquired projections. Finally, chapter 6 devoted to algorithms implementations, describes a real-time compensation framework built with the help of GPU parallel optimization. This framework is evaluated on real-world projections in terms of compensation quality and execution time.
Chapter 2

Related works: Projector-Camera Systems

This chapter reviews the background and research works related to projector-camera systems and Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR). In the first part the latest SAR applications are presented to demonstrate the relevance of this field and particularly the importance of projector-camera systems for such applications. Next, the photometric model of the projector-camera system is provided along with some common issues that arise when using such systems. In the second part of the chapter an overview of state-of-the-art works for geometric compensation is presented. Active, passive, and hybrid approaches are considered.

2.1 Spatial Augmented Reality applications

Projector-Camera systems are mainly used in different applications for Spatial Augmented Reality where they play an important role in performing image registration and compensation, one of the key problems. Over the last ten years a lot of SAR installations have been shown in many different fields from social interaction, games and historical and cultural heritage to industrial prototyping and medical applications. Most prevalent works are briefly described below in this section.

Cultural Heritage: Museums, Historical buildings. SAR can be used in museography to ensure interactive visits when projections are done directly on paintings or another exhibits. It makes the viewing process more striking and interactive. O. Bimber et al. [11] presented an artistic process in which pictorial artworks were used as projection screens for further augmentation (Figure 2.1(a)). B. Ridel et al. [100] developed a system that allows augmenting archaeological artifacts by projecting 3D visualization to highlight their fea-
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There are other applications that perform projections inside and outside buildings and historical sites. Some of them are illustrated in Figures 2.1(c)-(d).

**Industry (prototyping).** There have been many works that apply SAR for interactive rapid prototyping. The design process is simplified by projecting various product configurations on a physical form to simulate its appearance without the need of implementing the full model. Particularly, SAR systems have gained a lot of success in automotive industry to simulate location of gears on the board (see Figure 2.2).

**Medicine.** SAR, used to assist in image-guided surgery, projects images from MRI, computed tomography or other different sources, directly onto the patient body (Figure 2.3). It avoids the surgeon to look at another screen while performing the operation. Since the use of SAR techniques for medical operations require a very high fidelity, their applications were limited to visual training simulators.

---

1 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
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Fig. 2.2 A virtual control panel made by means of SAR system that projects onto a white panel [99].

Fig. 2.3 Examples of SAR use for medical applications. (a) - projection of liver vessels, tumors, and resection planes on pig liver tissue [43]; (b) - Projected image of liver model and its correction [123].

Games and social interaction. Interactive spatial projections have long been used to create gaming experience in the real world. The system can detect and track physical objects used in the game [7] (Figure 2.4(a)). D. Michelsen and S. Björk presented an immersive horror game The Rooms by means of SAR technologies [79]. D. Willis et. al. introduced the MotionBeam metaphor that uses handheld projector movements to interact with virtual and real objects [125] (Figure 2.4(b)). In [22], the authors presented and detailed three installations BlogWall, MediaMe and Shared Design Space, intended to create social events, to improve the exchange of artistic capabilities in poetry, relationship between people and media, creativity and digital entertainment (Figure 2.4(c)). Recently, Microsoft Research presented IllumiRoom system [55] that augments the area surrounding a television screen with projected visualizations to enhance the living room entertainment experience (Figure 2.4(d)).
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Fig. 2.4 SAR games and social interaction setups: (a) - *MirageTable*, interactive tabletop SAR setup [7]; (b) - handheld projector based interaction between real and virtual objects [125]; (c) - a collaborative SAR tabletop environment [22]; (d) - *IllumiRoom*, a system that augments the area surrounding a television with projected visualizations [55].

**Collaborative work.** SAR environment can serve as an efficient tool for collaborative work. F. Bérard in his work presented The *Magic Table* [10], an augmented whiteboard surface for creative meetings (Figure 2.5(a)). Several users, with the help of tokens, can make virtual notes on the whiteboard, that the system digitizes and converts into a convenient format. *Mano-a-Mano* from Microsoft Research [8] is a SAR system that supports multi-view projection of virtual objects and, thus, allows users to interact with the objects and each other (Figure 2.5(b)).

Fig. 2.5 Collaborative SAR environments: (a) - a SAR installation where several users can make virtual notes that are then converted and stored [10]; (b) - *Mano-a-Mano* environment that allows several users to interact with real and 3D virtual objects [8].
2.2 Projector-Camera systems

The term of “projector-camera system” encompasses any setup that employs controllable light-source. The projection part of the system typically includes one or several light projectors of different technologies. Nowadays, tiny projectors, called pico-projectors become more and more popular due to their small sizes. Sensing devices, used to capture projections, range from simple photo-sensors to high-resolution wide-field-of-view cameras.

Projection technologies. There exist several main projector technologies. The first one, Digital Light Processing or DLP, makes projections by means of tiny mirrors spread out on a semiconductor chip, called Digital Micromirror Device (DMD). Each mirror represents one or several pixels by reflecting light towards the screen (the pixel is “on”) or away (the pixel is “off”). The number of mirrors, therefore, corresponds to the resolution of the projected image.

The second technology, Liquid-crystal display or LCD, makes use of three liquid crystal panels to form a projection. Light emitted by a metal-halide lamp passes through a prism to get three separate channels, which are then sent to the dedicated liquid crystal panels. Finally, all the three light beams are projected together on the screen.

The last common projection technology, called Liquid Crystal on Silicon or LCoS, represents a hybrid between LCD and DLP. The light is reflected by mirrors like in DLP, but blocked by liquid crystal like LCDs.

There exist other technologies such as laser video projector, however they are rarely used due to high production cost and technological issues such as projector cooling.

Most available pico-projectors are produced using DLP technology, however, there are commercially available LED, LCoS and even laser projectors.

Camera sensors. Most camera sensors are manufactured using one of the two prevalent technologies: CMOS or CCD. In a CMOS (Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor) sensor charge-to-voltage conversion is done individually for each pixel employing amplifiers, noise-correction and digitalization circuits to output digital bits. On the contrary, CCD sensors (Charge Coupled Device) gather each pixel’s charge and perform conversion once for all pixels. CCDs require special manufacturing to transmit pixels’ chargers across the chip without distortions. This makes these sensors more expensive, compared with CMOSs, but with a better quality in terms of light sensitivity, amount of image noise and so forth. For their low price, CMOS sensors are often used in mobile devices.
2.2.1 ProCam system issues

There are several difficulties one faces when using a ProCam system in a SAR application. Technically, the projector and the camera should be connected and synchronized. Because each device introduces delays, the overall performance of the ProCam system may slow down. ProCam portability remains an important issue in applications that require projection mobility. With the development of pico-projectors, the system dimensions diminish but other problems persist such as limited battery life and projector power.

Device calibration is an important problem from the scientific point of view that involves estimating camera and projector parameters both with respect to the projection geometry and color. If the estimated parameters do not change over time the calibration process can be done off-line. Geometric calibration involves the estimation of the intrinsic parameters of both camera and projector, and the extrinsic parameters between the two devices. This can typically be solved through Structured Light techniques described later in 2.3. Photometric calibration tries to estimate the response functions of both the camera and projector, and to compute mapping from the reference projected to acquired colors. This is a complicated task because of various components such as camera sensor noise and blur, limited projector gamut, and saturation. Another problem lies in the frequency differences between the projection and acquisition devices. As a result, in the captured images there may be some artifacts present. The following section discusses the photometric model of the projector-camera system.

2.2.2 ProCam photometric model

In classical computer vision applications, color changes occur mainly due to illumination variations, viewpoint changes, and the color distortions introduced by the acquisition devices. All these conditions have been extensively studied and as a result several color models have appeared [37, 38]. Besides the above-mentioned factors, in projector-camera systems the color changes between the perfect projected image $I$ and the captured projection $C$ are due to several successive phenomena: the biased emission of $I$ by the projector, the reflection of the beam from a complex and possibly colorful surface, and the response of the camera when acquiring the beam emitted by the surface. Consequently, color changes are not only due to the illumination but also to the emission spectrum of the projector, the reflectance properties of the surface and the camera sensitivity curves. Commercially available acquisition and projection devices that are most suitable for most SAR applications introduce high distortions to the system. Camera color distortions and sensor non-linearity,
as well as non-linear reduced projection gamut significantly complicate the compensation process. Not to mention additional phenomena such as inter-reflection on the projection screen between neighboring pixels, blur, noise and moiré effects...

The color captured by a camera results from the integration along the visible spectrum wavelengths of several functions which are difficult to compute: the spectrum of lighting sources, the reflectance of the surfaces, and the camera response function for each channel. Unfortunately the physical equation is too difficult to be used directly for color change modeling, unless some simplifying assumptions are made, as in Shafer dichromatic model [110]. In a projector-camera system the light emitted by the video-projector represents an additional source of lighting that needs to be accounted for.

First, lets us consider the acquisition model for a camera and a projector-camera system. The following notation is used hereafter: let \( P \) be a small neighborhood around a physical point in the scene (real world) lit by a projector which produces an energy depending on its input image at a pixel \( p \). This initial image is noted \( f_k(p) \), where \( k \) is the color channel R, G, or B. The viewed color at pixel \( q \) in the acquired image, noted \( g_k(q) \), is produced by the integration of the following components along the wavelengths \( \lambda \) of:

1. the illuminant spectrum \( E(\lambda, q) \), emitted by the projector plus the ambient illumination \( L(\lambda, q) \), if present in the scene,

2. the surface reflectance \( R(\lambda, q) \) which defines the proportion of incident light reflected by the surface for each \( \lambda \);

![Fig. 2.6 Acquisition model in a projector-camera system](image-url)
3. the spectral camera sensor sensitivity $\mathcal{S}_k(\lambda)$ for each channel $k$.

Then, the captured intensity in channel $k$ is defined as:

$$g_k(q) = \int_k \mathcal{S}_k(\lambda) \mathcal{R}(\lambda, q) \mathcal{\mathcal{S}}_k(\lambda) d\lambda$$

(2.1)

Note that $p$ is the location of physical point $P$ neighborhood in the projected image $f_k$, whereas $q$ corresponds to the location of $P$ in the acquired distorted image $g_k$. Figure 2.6 illustrates the notation.

### 2.3 Structured Light methods

Structured Light is a technique that extracts 3D surface shape by projecting a known pixel pattern on a scene. The camera, coupled with the projector, captures this pattern. 3D surface information can be found by computing correspondences between the projected and acquired patterns. In a general sense, the approach is not restricted to the visible spectrum and there exist imperceptible structured light that works, for example, in the infrared wavelength. However, such methods are out of the thesis scope and, consequently, are not addressed in this chapter because of the strict limitations on the maximum work distance and the presence of daylight that interferes IR emitters.

Structured-light systems are capable of handling well the reconstruction problems for untextured surfaces [103], as they superimpose the surface texture representation with the projected pattern in the captured scene. It results in an increase of the density of correspondences and, therefore, a more robust and precise reconstruction [5, 58]. However, one inconvenience may arise when using a structured light system, which is the need for device recalibration for dynamic compensation. This procedure requires projection of many additional images with calibration patterns or embedding these visible patterns directly in the projected content [97, 98].

Figure 2.7 illustrates a typical structured-light system that includes a camera and a projector that form the hardware part of the system. In order to extract 3D information from projected and acquired patterns, they are coded in a specific way. Nowadays there exist plenty of coding strategies that define the way to interpret the imaged pattern and to find the correspondences. According to the classification of J. Salvi et. al. [104], pattern projection techniques comprise discrete and continuous coding methods.

Discrete coding methods are based on spatial or temporal multiplexing. Spatial coding methods project spatial color or intensity patterns and then analyze groups of pixels spatially located around each pixel. The methods of this group are De Bruijn patterns [94, 95],
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non-formal coding \cite{36, 40, 53, 58, 62, 75}, and M-arrays \cite{3, 46, 85, 86, 93}. These methods are typically sensitive to noise and variations in illumination. *Time multiplexing* methods construct codewords by successively projecting several pattern images. Such techniques require several pattern projections, where the number of the images depends on the desired spatial reconstruction precision. Although Time multiplexing coding in general yields robust and precise reconstruction, it is only suitable for static scenes because of the multiple frames required for obtaining the 3D data.

**Continuous coding methods** represent projected patterns as continuous variations in contrast or in color. Periodic patterns are used in time-multiplexing phase-shifting methods (based on several projected images \cite{104, 113, 126}) and in frequency multiplexing (decoding is performed in the frequency domain using Fourier or Wavelet transform \cite{68, 74, 131}). Another continuous coding type, absolute patterns, is used in spatial grading methods \cite{19, 114}. Because they represent the entire codeword by a single pixel value, the reconstruction resolution is defined by the resolution of the devices. Such methods are highly sensitive to different types of noise, and cannot address small surface variations because of their low resolution.

In the literature there have been some works that achieve a real-time projection compensation for dynamic surfaces by imperceptibly embedding patterns into the projected image sequence. H. Park *et. al.* \cite{97} presented a projector-camera system which is capable of dealing with dynamic surfaces, however at the expense of succeeding to avoid pattern perception. As reported in the paper, the reasonable compensation quality could only be achieved with visible patterns in the projected content.

2.4 Passive geometric compensation methods

In contrast to Structured Light techniques, passive geometric compensation methods do not require projecting any additional patterns. They rely only on the projection content itself to match the reference image with the captured projection in order to estimate and compensate the transformation between the reference and projected images. Because it is not intrusive this approach is a good alternative to Structured Light methods when used in mobile SAR applications. The research presented in this thesis, investigates further this domain and proposes new algorithms for passive geometric compensation.

However, in a real system it is very difficult to achieve good compensation results. The passive methods rely on the definition of local features extracted from the matched images. If the reference image has a low spatial frequency, the transform estimation becomes very
difficult due to the lack of extracted features. Besides, there are other different components that introduce noise into the system, for example the surface color or the scene illumination. For these reasons, only a few works have been presented up to now [31, 63, 127, 129]. R. Yang et. al. [129] in their approach estimate the transformation iteratively, starting from a rough estimate. At each frame they extract several features from the compared images and match them by means of a Kalman filter and template matching. However, the above-mentioned method cannot work with dynamic surfaces unless only small displacements occur. Moreover, the method is very sensitive to lighting changes and surface background color. T. Yamanaka et. al. [127] developed a method to perform geometric estimation on non-planar surfaces. Their method is based on the fundamental matrix for the camera and projector that is computed during the off-line calibration process. The captured projections and the reference images are matched on epipolar lines and then the surface shape is computed by fitting B-spline surfaces on the matching epipolar curves. The considered projection surface in this case should be made of a number of B-spline curves.

A new approach for passive projector-camera matching was shown by M.-A. Drouin et. al. [31]. To estimate and compensate geometric distortions their system performs several steps. Firstly, the devices are calibrated off-line in order to estimate intrinsic parameters. This process has to be done once and does not depend on the projection surface. The devices
are placed so that their epipolar lines are horizontally aligned. Secondly, a binary motion field is computed for each frame from the projected and captured video stream by means of a background subtraction algorithm. Active pixels with high values are quantized. At the next step, the system matches active points from the projected and captured videos. To that end, for each spatial point quantized values are concatenated over the whole image sequence \( I_t \). The correspondences are found by a dynamic programming. Finally, the surface equations are obtained by fitting the computed sparse 3D points. RANSAC is used to cope with outliers. RANSAC\(^2\) as well as other algorithms for surface point fitting are discussed in Section 3.3.1 of this chapter.

T. Kooi et. al. [63] propose a calibration-free method based on color-invariant feature matching and probabilistic outlier filtering. Among several tested color invariant transforms, C-color invariant, a derivation from the model proposed by Geusebroek et. al. [44], is shown to be the best performing one. SIFT feature matching, coupled with probabilistic RANSAC (MSAC) [116], is used for geometric surface estimation.

S. Zollmann et. al. [138] present a hybrid approach that makes use of both active and passive estimation techniques. The first one, a structured light, is used for the first precise estimation of the projection surface. Then, if the dynamics of the scene does not introduce complex geometric distortions, a low-weight optical flow is exploited to estimate the relative transformation between consecutive image frames.

Inspired by the above-presented works, in my PhD thesis I continue to investigate this
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problem of unintrusive geometric compensation that has received little attention until now. My approach bases on color invariant feature matching performed for each pair of images, the original image and its projections. This will be explained in more detail in the following chapter. The estimation of the homography transformation can be done through RANSAC covered in 3.3. The simple illustration of the compensation is presented in Figure 2.8. Finally, Optical Flow tracking is employed in 3.3.4 to reduce the computation time of the compensation framework.

2.5 Conclusions

In the first part of the current chapter state-of-the-art works in SAR were reviewed. Most of the works make use of projector-camera system to handle video projections on everyday surfaces. Geometric and color compensations are the most difficult problems which hinder the systems from smart projections. The second part of the chapter presented a review of the methods that approach the problem of geometric correction. Structured-light techniques while being de-facto the standard for surface recovery, have a number of disadvantages, like the need to project several images with calibration patterns or to embed the patterns in the projected content in a visible way. For these reasons in this PhD work it was decided to investigate more the problem of unintrusive geometric compensation that relies only on the projected content. Therefore, the first part of the next section discusses the Local feature matching, chosen as the basis for geometric compensation. Then, color-invariance extension to feature matching is presented. In the second part addresses the problem of geometric compensation of projective transformations in ProCam systems.
Chapter 3

Color Invariant Feature Matching And Geometric Compensation

As mentioned in chapter 2, the basis of my research work is local feature matching, that is proven to be robust to local deformations. Furthermore, color invariance is applied to the matched images, because photometric differences between the reference and projected images are typically high to be handled by the traditional intensity-based methods. Color invariance, therefore, aims at providing more robustness to the feature matching process.

This chapter is dedicated to three main subjects. Firstly, it considers the classical feature matching problem describing the most relevant algorithms for keypoint detection, descriptor computation, and feature matching. Secondly, this chapter relates to the extension of intensity feature matching approach for the purpose of color invariance. After motivating the use of this approach, I successively present several most common color change models and color invariant transforms. Histogram Equalization (HE), a technique for color invariant feature description, is introduced along with its improved version that implies local computation. Finally, the problem of geometric projection compensation is addressed in this chapter by the example of single- and double-homography compensations. Furthermore, a combination of Feature Matching and Optical Flow is presented to reduce the execution time of the compensation.

3.1 Feature Matching

This first section, dedicated to the problem of feature matching, gives an overview of different algorithms for keypoint extraction and description.
3.1.1 Feature Matching problem

Local salient regions have long been used to find correspondences between images. Contrary to larger regions or segments, they are likely to be retained in the images in the presence of different geometric transformations that images undergo, and partial occlusions. For this reason, most low level computer vision techniques are based on local regions that are extracted from the images and further used, for example, for image matching, object recognition, or tracking. Since in real applications matched images may undergo various geometric and photometric changes, much effort has been made to improve such characteristics as distinctiveness and invariance of the extracted local regions.

The most fundamental works in the field are the SIFT descriptor introduced by D. Lowe [71], and its speeded-up version SURF [6] presented by H. Bay et. al. Both works describe the methods to extract features from images and describe them, as well as the way to efficiently perform their matching. For my work I chose the SURF because of its lower complexity, i.e. faster execution, over the SIFT [73]. However, the developed approach for geometric compensation can be also used with different other feature matching algorithms.

To achieve geometric compensation this PhD work considers a classical feature matching problem that can be described by the following pipeline:

1. At the first step local feature points (also called keypoints, interesting points or regions) are extracted. The extraction algorithms seek for the regions that retain enough information to be further properly identified.

2. Once all features have been extracted from the image, at the next step, each feature region is assigned a vector of values (called descriptor) that should uniquely describe it. There are two problems that a descriptor should address: (a) the region description should be invariant (or robust) enough to allow correct matching of the same region under different transformations or distortions that are likely to occur in the sequence: blur, noise, contrast/lighting changes, geometric changes (scale, homography); (b) the descriptor should be distinctive enough so that two regions of the same object can be matched with a high probability and vice versa, a region of one object should not be matched with a region of another object. Unfortunately, the gain in invariance is usually made at the price of a lower distinctiveness or of a higher computation time. One of the difficulties is then to find the good trade-off between these parameters.

3. At the next step a matching process is performed. Given two images with described local salient regions, it consists in finding for each identified local region in the first
image a correspondence with another local region in the second one using some distance function or a similarity measure between the descriptors such as Euclidean, Hamming, or other distance. Besides, among all computed matches weak ones are found and discarded. One of the strategies, explained in [71], rejects a match if a keypoint is close to more than one keypoint in the second image, \( i.e. \) the ratio between the two smallest distances is greater than a threshold 0.8.

4. Finally, to remove outliers from the matching results, a filtering process can be exploited. This process imposes some temporal, spatial or geometrical restrictions which depend on the application in which feature matching is performed. For instance, in case of planar transform estimation addressed in this thesis, the matches are rejected as outliers if they lie out of the estimated surface.

### 3.1.2 Feature Point extraction

Feature point extraction (or detection) consists in searching for the points of interest located at local extrema, typically, in spatial and spatial-scale domains.

**Keypoint detection in spatial domain**

The keypoints detection in the spatial domain can be made from the intensity derivatives or by detecting corners in a binary image. The *Harris Detector* [49] and the *Hessian Detector* [80] detect keypoints at image locations that have strong derivatives in two orthogonal directions. They provide invariance to affine geometric transformations. The Harris Detector searches for points where the second-moment matrix \( C \) has two large eigen values. The matrix \( C \) can be computed from the first derivatives in a window, weighted by a Gaussian kernel. In a similar idea, the Hessian detector uses the matrix of second derivatives and detects keypoints in the image where the determinant of the matrix represents a local maximum. *Non-maximum suppression* is applied on the image of the determinant values. Finally only those locations are kept that have responses greater than a pre-defined threshold.

**Binary Detectors**

Binary corner detectors consider binary relationships between the center and each pixel at the periphery of the circular area around the keypoint. SUSAN keypoint detector [112], one of the most famous methods among the binary detectors, searches for corners in the image by considering the radial region \( R \) around each point \( p \)
and compares the size of the areas with the higher ($\sum I(p_i) > I(p) + T$) or lower ($\sum I(p_i) < I(p) - T$) intensity (see Figure 3.1). Here, $I(\cdot)$ is the intensity of the pixel, $p_i$ are the pixels in the circular area around the keypoint $p$, and $T$ is the threshold. FAST [101, 105], an accelerated version of SUSAN corner detector, considers a circle of $N = 16$ pixels around each point. The point $p$ is classified as a corner if there exist $n = 12$ pixels $p_i$ such that $I(p_i) > I(p) + T$ or $I(p_i) < I(p) - T$ (see Figure 3.2).

![Fig. 3.1 SUSAN detector: a region can be classified as flat zone (a,c,e), as an edge (d) or as a corner (b). Image taken from [112]](image1)

![Fig. 3.2 12-point FAST detector: Point $p$ is detected as a corner if 12 contiguous pixels around $p$ are brighter than $p$ by more than the threshold. Image taken from [101]](image2)

All the works presented before belong to the group of corner detectors. Such methods cannot detect features at different scales because they work only in the image space. An alternative group of methods has appeared that searches for keypoints in the image scale-space. The most important works are presented below.

**Keypoint detection in spatial-scale domain**

It was shown in [80] that finding maxima and minima of Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG), that can be written as $\sigma^2 \nabla^2 G$, produces the most stable image features compared to most of other image functions. T. Lindeberg in [69] showed that LoG can be
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Fig. 3.3 SIFT detector: (a) - Gaussian scale space, constructed by progressively blurriing and resizing the initial image; (b) - Difference of Gaussian is computed and salient points are detected by non-maximum suppression (c). Images (b) and (c) are taken from [71]

approximated by the Difference of Gaussians (DoG) of nearby scales which makes the keypoint detection more efficient. This method D. Lowe later used in SIFT [70] to extract salient points (see Figure 3.3).

More recently, K. Mikolajczyk and C. Schmid [81] proposed Hessian-Laplace and Harris-Laplace detectors that consist in using the Harris and the Hessian detectors respectively to detect keypoint location and to select the scale. Fast-Hessian, used in SURF [6], is a fast approximation of the Hessian-Laplace detector. It makes use of integral images to reduce the computation time. Instead of convolving the image with the Gaussian second order derivative, a more simple box-filter approximation is used. Integral image format ensures a constant integration complexity regardless of the integration area (see Figure 3.4).

Detection of region boundaries

MSER (Maximally stable extremal regions) [76] is a keypoint detector that finds areas that are stable with respect to changes of intensity thresholds (see Figure 3.5). The
region is considered as stable if its size does not change under intensity variations. **PCBR** (The Principal Curvature-based regions) detector [29] extracts stable regions within the multiscale principal curvature image (see Figure 3.6). This method is robust to local intensity variations within regions by focusing on region boundaries rather than on the appearance of region interiors.

When a projector-camera system is used the information of the projected image is characterized by large geometric distortions. In this instance, SIFT/SURF detectors appear to be the best candidates to extract keypoints for feature matching. The keypoints extracted by these methods are robust not only against geometric distortions
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Fig. 3.6 PCBR detector: (a) - initial image, (b) - detected principal curvature structures; “cleaned” binary image of principal curvatures; (d) watershed regions and (e) detected regions represented by eclipses. Image taken from [29]

and partial occlusions, but also against contrast changes. The contributions of this thesis on the robustness of feature point detection and matching against color variations, even though they are based on SIFT/SURF detectors, can however be generalized to other feature detectors.

3.1.3 Descriptor computation

Each detected keypoint \( P_i \) is assigned a float array \( D_i = [d_{i1}, ..., d_{in}] \in \mathbb{R}^n \) that characterizes the region around this point. This vector, called feature descriptor, is used to compare this point with the others by computing a similarity metrics \( F(D_i, D_j) \) for each pair of features \( P_i \) and \( P_j \). Typically, the Euclidean distance between two vectors is used as the matching metrics. As explained in section 3.1 the descriptor should be discriminative and robust in order to ensure a good matching quality. Moreover, the length of the descriptor vector represents an important criterion that affects the computation matching speed.

There exist plenty of feature descriptors that can be subdivided into several groups: pixel blocks, histograms and histograms of gradients (HoG), wavelets and binary descriptors. Among them the most prevalent are HoG and wavelets used in SIFT and SURF.

**Pixel blocks.** Methods in this category describe keypoints as a set of pixel intensities located in the keypoint neighborhood. This descriptor does not tolerate geometric changes between the pixel blocks of the keypoints in the original and transformed images to be matched.

**Histograms and histograms of gradients.** SIFT[71] can be computed as follows. The area around a feature point, weighted by a Gaussian window, is spatially subdi-
vided into several cells and for each cell a histogram of gradient orientation is computed and weighted by the gradient magnitudes. Trilinear interpolation was proposed in order to reduce all boundary effects. Each bin entry of a cell is multiplied by a weight of $1 - d$, where $d$ is the distance of the point sample to the bin center. $d$ is measured in units of the histogram bin spacing. The descriptor vector is formed from orientation histogram values of each cell. Typically, the algorithm uses 8 orientations and the grid contains $4 \times 4$ cells, which results in a descriptor vector of the length $8 \times 4 \times 4 = 128$. Finally, to compensate the effect of illumination changes, the vector is normalized to unit length. Non-linear illumination changes due to camera saturation are reduced by thresholding each value in the unit vector to be no larger than 0.2 and then by normalizing the vector again. The SIFT descriptor computation process is illustrated in Figure 3.7.

![Fig. 3.7 SIFT descriptor.](image)

Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HoG) [26] is a variation of SIFT descriptors that operates with larger image patches and uses more cells grouped in descriptor blocks that can overlap so that a cell can belong to more than one block. Each histogram is normalized to reduce the effect of illumination changes. Unlike SIFT, the HoG descriptor is generally computed for dense keypoints.

Further, many extensions have shown up that are intended to reduce the computation time and to improve the robustness against certain types of transformations. ASIFT [130] extends SIFT by simulating the camera axis orientation and, thus, making the SIFT descriptor robust to affine transformations. GSIFT [87] adds a global texture
vector to the SIFT descriptor in order to discriminate features with similar local appearance. PCA-SIFT \cite{59} uses PCA to replace the gradient histogram method in SIFT making a new vector significantly smaller ($n = 20$ in the original work) than a standard SIFT vector. GLOH descriptor \cite{82} first considers more spatial regions for the histograms, then high dimensionality of the descriptor vector is reduced to 64 through PCA. Therefore, because of dimensionality reduction the results descriptor becomes more descriptive as compared with other description vectors of the same size.

**Binary descriptors.** The interest of using such descriptors is to significantly reduce the time needed to compute and match keypoints. Indeed, the standard Euclidean distance, used to match most descriptors, can be replaced by time-efficient bitwise XOR. BRIEF (Binary Robust Independent Elementary Features) descriptor, introduced in \cite{16}, is obtained by comparing 512 pairs of pixels after applying a Gaussian smoothing to reduce the noise sensitivity. The pixels positions are preselected randomly according to the Gaussian distribution around the patch center because BRIEF is not invariant to scale and rotation changes (see Figure \ref{fig:3.8} (a)). A. Rublee et al. \cite{102} proposed the Oriented Fast and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) descriptor which is invariant to rotation and robust to noise. BRISK (Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints), proposed by S. Leutenegger et al. \cite{66}, provides both scale and rotation invariance. To compute the descriptor, sample points are positioned in concentric circles surrounding the feature, with each sample point representing a Gaussian blurring of its surrounding pixels. The pairs are divided in short-distance and long-distance subsets. The long-distance subset is used to determine the keypoint orientation while the short-distance subset is used to build binary descriptor after rotating and scaling the sampling pattern (see Figure \ref{fig:3.8} (c)). This descriptor was inspired by another feature descriptor, called DAISY \cite{115} (Fig\ref{fig:3.8}(b)).

FREAK descriptor \cite{90} (Figure \ref{fig:3.8} (d)) is an improvement of BRISK that uses 43 weighted Gaussians computed around the keypoint. The pattern structures were inspired by the retinal pattern in the eye. The average pixels overlap and are much more concentrated near the keypoint. A cascade of binary strings is computed by efficiently comparing image intensities over a retinal sampling pattern.

**SURF** \cite{6}, similarly to SIFT, splits the keypoint region into several cells but, instead of computing gradient orientations for each grid cell, computes Haar-wavelet responses along the axis directions $d_x$ and $d_y$. For efficient computation, integral images, already computed at the detection step, are reused. The wavelet responses are summed up over
Fig. 3.8 Binary descriptors. BRIEF descriptor (a): different examples of random selection of test points (except the rightmost sampling). Image taken from [16]. DAISY descriptor (b): each circle area centered at sampled pixel locations is smoothed with the Gaussian kernel with the standard deviation proportional to the circle area. Image taken from [115]; BRISK descriptor (c): sampling with 60 points, where the circle radius corresponds to the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernel used for smoothing. Image taken from [66]; FREAK descriptor (d): sampling pattern similar to a retinal pattern. Each circle represents a receptive field, where the image is smoothed. Image taken from [2]

each cell which forms the first half of the descriptor vector. The sum of the absolute response values are also included in the descriptor in order to bring in information about the polarity of the intensity changes. Thus, for each of $4 \times 4$ cells, four values $(\sum d_x, \sum d_y, \sum |d_x|, \sum |d_y|)$ are used to form a descriptor of length 64. The computation process is depicted in Fig 3.9.

**Dense-SIFT (DSIFT)** is a method, widely used in computer vision, especially in image classification [12], that bypasses the keypoint detection procedure and computes SIFT descriptors densely and uniformly at each $K$-th pixel location. This reduces the computation time and ensures that enough points are extracted. Thus, some applications may benefit of such an approach. PHOW-SIFT, a variation of DSIFT when
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Fig. 3.9 SURF descriptor computation. The green square represents one of 16 subregions and blue points denote sample points at which wavelet responses are computed. The responses are computed with respect to the dominant orientation. Image taken from [33].

descriptors are computed at several resolution, is widely used for object recognition applications.

Color descriptors. All above-described methods work only with intensity (grayscale) images. A breakthrough has been made by adding color information to the descriptors in order to improve descriptor robustness to various illumination changes. The color extension of feature matching is discussed in the second part of this chapter.

In our work, the SURF descriptor [6] is used because it provides a good invariance to rotation and scale changes while performing faster than SIFT [71]. Moreover, SURF is less sensitive to noise.

3.1.4 Feature Matching

The Feature Matching process aims at finding one-to-one correspondences between keypoints extracted from a pair of matched images. There exist different strategies for doing that. One of the widely used approaches to match feature points, described in SIFT [71], performs all-vs-all comparison of two sets of keypoints from the matched images. To compare two descriptor vectors, the Euclidean distance is computed for each keypoint pair and the correspondences are established by the simple nearest neighbor search.

Errors in matching can be caused by many factors, among them noise, occlusions, or deformation of the objects in the matched images. To reduce the number of false matches, SIFT considers for each point the distance to the second closest point in the
matched image. The ratio of the distances to the first and the second closest points are examined. If it is greater than a threshold value \( t \), then it means that there is only one corresponding point giving a small error and the matching is, therefore, unambiguous. Otherwise, in case of ambiguous matching, two or more correspondences that have small distances, are likely to be considered as outliers and discarded. Experimentally, a threshold value of 0.8 was found to be yielding the best results. However, in many cases, the described matching procedure cannot handle well faulty matches because of local distortions, whereas the filtering threshold is imposed globally. Techniques to impose additional constraints on the found matches and therefore to improve the matching quality are discussed in subsection 3.3.1. SURF takes over this approach, although it uses a different threshold value of 0.7.

Besides the Euclidean distance, some other functions may be used. To match binary descriptors, the Hamming distance is used which makes the matching process time-efficient. Some works make use of the Mahalanobis distance [134] that is the general case of the Euclidean metrics. Unlike the Euclidean distance, the Mahalanobis distance uses both the mean vector and the full covariance matrix which can be more efficient in some cases.

### 3.1.5 Performance evaluation

Feature detectors and descriptors have been extensively studied for targeting many different applications. Each application can take advantage of using one method or another and, thus, it is very difficult to define one single, generally the best, descriptor or detector. Both in the literature and in industrial implementations, SIFT and SURF have gained a lot of success and have been proven to produce stable results for a wide range of applications [50, 83]. In the present PhD work, the choice was given to SURF because of its better performance over SIFT [73].

However, the compensation approach developed in this thesis is not restricted to only one type of descriptors and whatever method can be applied. For instance, in one evaluation presented in this PhD work SIFT descriptor is used. Moreover, most works on image stitching, whose main task is to find correspondences between partly overlapping images, often use SIFT descriptors [14, 21, 133].

In terms of computation time, the leaders among feature matching methods are binary detectors and descriptors. However, as it was shown in some works [17, 50], in
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The algorithms described in the first part of this chapter are intended to work with grayscale intensity images discarding the color information. The descriptors computed this way are neither invariant, nor robust to most photometric changes in the matched images. In some applications, such as image stitching, the difference in color between the consecutive frames is not high, and thus the lack of robustness to color variations of the matching algorithm has little importance. However, in the case of projector-camera systems considered in this PhD work, photometric differences become an obstacle for a precise image matching. The rest of the chapter, therefore, considers a color invariant extension of feature matching algorithms intended to cope with the high color variability in the matched images.

Various recent works explore color feature matching. Basically, the approach consists in, first, applying a color invariance transform to the matched images. Keypoint detection can be performed either on intensity images or on color invariant image representations. Next, for each keypoint a descriptor is computed for each image channel by a conventional intensity algorithm. The final descriptor is, therefore, formed as a concatenation of two or more descriptor vectors corresponding to each color channel. Finally, feature matching is performed using longer descriptor vectors.

Inspired by the recent study of K. van de Sande et. al. [118], I commence by defining the color change models to approximate the photometric distortions which can occur in acquired projection images. It is followed by a review of existing color invariant transformations that may be used for descriptor computation. I conclude by presenting the Histogram Equalization (HE) method as a color invariance transform and, eventually, its local extension called Local Histogram Equalization (LHE).

3.2.1 Color change models

In order to define color invariant features, it is important to study and model photometric distortions that can occur in matched images due to different factors such as camera sensors, projector gamut or changing illumination conditions. Let us now consider two color
change models to approximate the real physical equations described in chapter 2. These models are used to construct color descriptors and to validate their invariance properties through a series of synthetic experiments. The first model is the diagonal-offset model of illumination introduced by G. Finlayson et. al.\cite{38} and used in color descriptor evaluations \cite{118} and \cite{108,109}. The second model is the gamma color function that corresponds to most projector response functions.

**Diagonal-offset model** is chosen in this research work as a simple and commonly used equation that can model both the linear camera response function and different illuminations in the scene. If the system includes a video projector, the device, to be characterized by the above-mentioned model, has to have a linear response function.

The Diagonal-offset can be written as:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
R_c \\
G_c \\
B_c \\
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
a & 0 & 0 \\
0 & b & 0 \\
0 & 0 & c \\
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
R \\
G \\
B \\
\end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix}
o_1 \\
o_2 \\
o_3 \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where \((R_c,G_c,B_c)\) represent acquired colors after illumination variations, \((R,G,B)\) are object colors under the canonical illuminant. The multiplicative parameters \(a,b,c\) represent contrast changes, and \(o_1,o_2,o_3\) model the color shifts and were introduced to address the more difficult case of diffuse lighting.

It is important to mention that both models assume the R,G and B channels are independent. As it will described later in Section 3.2.4, the projector response can be considered as independent on the three channels.

**Gamma model.**

Most acquisition devices have a nonlinear response, which is the function that relates the irradiance of the scene to the corresponding image brightness. M. Grossberg and S. Nayar \cite{47} have collected a database of camera response functions\footnote{This database can be downloaded at \url{http://www.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE}} and showed that they all have an exponential form. Likewise, many papers on projector-camera systems \cite{27,89} show that projectors have very similar non-linear response functions. Thus, in case linearization is not performed during the system calibration step, the gamma model can provide a good approximation of non-linear device responses both for camera sensor capture and projector emission:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
R_c \\
G_c \\
B_c \\
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
\alpha_1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \alpha_2 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \alpha_3 \\
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
R^h \\
G^p \\
B^p \\
\end{pmatrix}
\]

\(1\)This database can be downloaded at \url{http://www.cs.columbia.edu/CAVE}
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Fig. 3.10 Color Invariant transform applied to two images with different illumination.

where $c$ indicates the color distortions that pixels undergo, and $(\alpha, \gamma)$ are the parameters of the model that respectively address varying linear and nonlinear color changes.

3.2.2 Color invariant descriptors

Following the presentation of the color change models, this subsection reviews and discusses existing color descriptors, characterize them according to their invariance and robustness properties with respect to the considered models. At some point this overview refers the work of K. van de Sande et al. [118] in which a thorough evaluation of color descriptors is presented. The difference is that, in my PhD work, I focus mainly on the descriptor performance when used in a projector-camera system, rather than in object recognition systems.

In this review, the descriptors are mainly characterized according to their color invariance property which can be defined theoretically. Color Invariance to an illumination transform $I$ guarantees that the descriptor vector remains unchanged under any color change defined by $I$. Figure 3.10 demonstrates this principle. Other properties, such as distinctiveness and accuracy, are experimentally computed and studied further in the thesis.

**OpponentSIFT.** This descriptor is computed for each channel $(O_1, O_2, O_3)$ of an image in the Opponent color space. The linear transform, applied to an RGB image, is described below:

$$
\left( O_1, O_2, O_3 \right)^T = \left( \frac{R-G}{\sqrt{2}}, \frac{R+G-2B}{\sqrt{2}}, \frac{R+G+B}{\sqrt{2}} \right)^T
$$

(3.3)

The $O_3$ channel retains the intensity information, while the other two channels represent chrominance. Thus, the descriptor is a concatenation of three SIFT descriptors computed on each Opponent color channel. Normalization, performed in SIFT, makes the chrominant channels $O_1$ and $O_2$ invariant to changes in intensity, i.e. when $a = b = c$ in (3.1). OpponentSIFT does not provide any invariance against variations in $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ in (3.2). In the
evaluation \[118\] this descriptor produces the best results for image categorization applications.

**C-SIFT** descriptor, introduced in \[1\], uses the C-invariant which is the normalized 2D opponent color space defined by: $O_1$ and $O_2$. The normalization eliminates the residual intensity information in the chrominant opponent channels and, therefore, makes the C-SIFT invariant only to illumination changes: $a = b = c$ in the diagonal-offset model. However, for non-saturated colors the C-SIFT descriptor lacks discriminative power. In the evaluation \[118\] the performance of this descriptor was much lower than OpponentSIFT. For this reason it is not evaluated in this work.

**HSV-SIFT**, first used in \[13\], computes SIFT descriptors over three image channels in the HSV color space, where only the Hue provides invariance to scale and shift intensity changes. However, due to the combination of HSV channels, the descriptor has no invariance properties. Moreover, the H channel is unstable for low saturation.

**HueSIFT.** H. van de Weijer et. al. \[119\] introduced a concatenation of the hue histogram with the intensity SIFT descriptor. By weighting the hue histogram with its saturation values the descriptor becomes more stable than HSV near the gray axis. HueSIFT is invariant to light intensity changes when $a = b = c$.

**HUE+SIFT combined descriptor.** An alternative to the previous descriptors, presented by B. Mazin et. al \[77\], implies instead of computing one hue histogram for each feature point, splitting the area into 9 sectors and constructing histograms for each of them. As the results, the descriptor is made of 9 local hue and one intensity histograms. This descriptor is similar to HueSIFT in many senses, but more local.

**Color Constancy-based SIFT.** Color constancy is the ability to identify the colors of the objects independently of light source color. Because the Human Visual System possesses this ability, many algorithms attempt to mimic the retina and cortex color perception. Retinex \[42\], the most widespread Color Constancy algorithm, represents a local approach that assumes that a given pixel’s brightness depends on its own reflectance and the brightness of the neighboring pixels. Retinex does not rely on any of the above-introduced models, but locally estimates the illuminant color and subtracts it from each color in this local area. In \[56\] this method was used in feature matching and scored best among other methods in object and face recognition under changing light conditions.

**Histogram Equalization SIFT.** Histogram equalization (HE) is a technique to increase the contrast of grayscale images by making the distribution of the intensity histogram uniform. Recently, G. Finlayson et. al \[38\] showed that HE when applied to color images results in rank ordering preservation. It means that if, for instance, an object is acquired

under two different illuminants with the same camera sensor, the pixel ordering will be preserved for both images. This assertion works only if the color changes are monotonic for each color channel which is the case for both considered color change models that represent monotonic functions. Using HE together with the SIFT descriptor, therefore, should yield the desired invariance. As shown in [108] where this method was applied for color feature matching, HE-based SURF outperformed other methods under certain distortions.

In this PhD work some other color invariants could have been considered, for example, rgSIFT or normalized RGB SIFT [118], but in our previous evaluation they did not show good performance.

The next section provides a more detailed description of HE-SIFT and introduces an improvement to this method that locally computes HE called Local Histogram Equalization (LHE). Besides, it is shown that the use of LHE color invariant may be advantageous when used for feature matching in a system with complex photometric transformations between matched images such as the ones found in projector-camera systems.

### 3.2.3 Histogram Equalization based color invariant

Previously, HE was shown to provide color invariance to different photometric distortions as long as they represent monotonic functions. Thus, it becomes a more generic approach than most existing color invariants. However, there are two conditions that limit the use of HE in projector-camera systems. Firstly, both image areas in which equalization is to be performed should have similar content. Otherwise, if the regions undergo geometric distortions then rank preservation cannot be ensured anymore. Secondly, photometric distortions are not homogenously spread over the whole image, which is typically due to inhomogeneous illumination, blending with the color background, or diffused light from other surfaces. This also can affect rank ordering.

In view of the described facts, I suggest using a local version of HE (LHE) rather than just global equalization. Like in descriptor computation, the local area around a keypoint can be extracted and used for LHE, which means that the equalization needs to be performed only for the pixels that lie in the keypoint neighborhood. Moreover, from the definition of a keypoint it follows that this neighborhood is robust to various geometric distortions. This guarantees that in the LHE area (1) color distortions are likely to be homogenous and (2) local image content is preserved. Figure [3.11](null) illustrates the process of LHE for descriptor computation.

LHE is not only suitable for matching two images acquired by the same sensor, but can
also be used in camera-projector systems to match original images with acquired projections. The following section justifies this affirmation.

### 3.2.4 Discussion on Local Histogram Equalization for projector-camera systems

This section gives a more strict reasoning of the use of LHE in projector-camera system. The spectrum $\mathcal{E}(\lambda, q)$ from equation (2.1) depends on the technology used in the projector, which in general can be LCD\(^2\) or DLP\(^3\) (for more details refer to Section 2.2). The lamp inside a DLP projector is typically based on mercury vapors which produces a discrete emission spectrum of three or more monochromatic beams. The same assertion of the discrete nature of the spectrum holds for LCD projectors. Inside these projectors, the white light beam, typically emitted by a cold-cathode fluorescent bulb, passes through a group of dichroic mirrors that break off only some specific wavelengths. Therefore $\mathcal{E}(\lambda, q) = 0$ except on some wavelengths. Thus, in the case of one wavelength per channel $k$, formula (2.1) can be simplified as:

$$g_k(q) = \mathcal{E}(\lambda_k, q) \mathcal{R}(\lambda_k, q) \mathcal{S}(\lambda_k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.4)

\(^2\)This technology is transmissive and is based on tiny and transparent LCD screens (0.55” to 0.9”)

\(^3\)DLP technology is reflexive and is based on thousand tiny mobile mirrors
In that case, the energy at wavelength $\lambda_k$ represents a monotonic function $F_k$ of the original intensity in that bandwidth, generally a gamma function as said previously:

$$E(\lambda_k, q) = F_k(f_k(p))$$  \hfill (3.5)

Finally, under these assumptions, equation (2.1) becomes:

$$g_k(q) = F_k(f_k(p))R(\lambda_k, q)S_k$$  \hfill (3.6)

where $S_k$ is a constant that describes the sensor gain, but can vary over time due to the aging of the system. Let us now discuss on the validity of the rank preservation, with respect to the type of projection surface.

**White Lambertian surfaces.** Consider two pixels $q$ and $q'$ localized on the same surface. When the surface is white and Lambertian then $R(\lambda_k, q) = 1$ and thus equation (3.6) boils down to:

$$g_k(q) = F_k(f_k(p))$$

Since function $F_k$ is monotonic, for every $f_k(p) < f_k(p')$ we have $F_k(f_k(p)) < F_k(f_k(p'))$ and $g_k(q) < g_k(q')$. It means that the ranks are preserved and, consequently, HE may be used as a color invariant in this context.

**Uniform surfaces.** If the surface is uniformly colored and has homogeneous Lambertian reflectance, then it means that the surface reflectance is constant in any point $R(\lambda_k, q) = R(\lambda_k, q')$, $\forall q, q'$. Therefore, if $f_k(p) < f_k(p')$ then $F_k(f_k(p)) < F_k(f_k(p'))$ and $g_k(q) < g_k(q')$. On a uniform projection surface, the rank of colors is preserved between the initial image $f_k$ and the distorted image $g_k$.

**Non-uniform surfaces.** Lets us consider two neighbor pixels $p$ and $p'$ located on two areas with different reflectance properties. In that case the rank is preserved only in some situations. In other words, $g_k(q) < g_k(q')$ when:

1. $f_k(p) = f_k(p')$ and $R(\lambda_k, q) < R(\lambda_k, q')$;
2. $f_k(p) < f_k(p')$ and $R(\lambda_k, q) < R(\lambda_k, q')$;
3. $f_k(p) < f_k(p')$ and $R(\lambda_k, q) = R(\lambda_k, q')$.

It yields that, for non-uniform surfaces, the rank is preserved only locally, either when the surface region is uniform in terms of colors (item 3) or when the colors of both image and surface vary in the same way (item 2), i.e. when both of them increase or decrease. If we
assume if that the surface varies smoothly in terms of reflectance \( R \), then its acquired color is locally constant in a small surface neighborhood \( W \), i.e. \( R(\lambda_k, q) = R(\lambda_k, q') \forall q, q' \in W \). Then the color rank is preserved locally in \( W \).

Taking into account the provided formulations it can be concluded that global Histogram Equalization (GHE) (i.e. computed once in the whole image) provides color invariance only when the projection surfaces are of uniform reflectance everywhere in the scene. A similar property holds for LHE, with the difference that the equalization areas are local and, in general, are significantly smaller than the whole image. However, the invariance is not guaranteed when the equalization area is situated at the edges between surfaces of very different colors, for example between two different color patches.

It is worthwhile to mention that, since this work uses local feature descriptors, the area around each keypoint, that needs to be equalized, can be obtained from the descriptor definition. However, if \textit{a priori} knowledge about the image content or surface properties is available, it is possible to better adjust the size of the local neighborhood chosen for LHE which would result in a better color rank preservation.

### 3.3 Geometric compensation

In the last part of this chapter I present the geometric compensation part of my research work. As it is already mentioned in the previous chapters, I base my work on color feature matching to estimate the projective transform between the original image and its acquired projection. RANSAC is used as a homography estimation method. Therefore, this chapter continues with a review of homography compensation methods. Then, it presents an extension to the case of multiple projective transforms, by the example of double-homography transform. Finally, temporal projection compensation is addressed by presenting a new spatio-temporal compensation framework, based on feature matching and Optical Flow tracking.

#### 3.3.1 Homography estimation

If projection is performed on a planar surface, the geometric relation between projected reference images and acquired projections can be described by a planar projective (homography) transform. This \( 3 \times 3 \) transform relates any two images of the same plane in 3D space. It can be estimated from a set of point correspondences (minimum 4 point pairs), obtained through feature matching. Employing a projective transform constraint, the transformation can be
estimated by optimization techniques. Although feature matching results can contain a lot of erroneous matches, homography estimation methods are capable of dealing with noise in data.

Most of the approaches for detecting a projective transform from a set of matches are based on RANSAC (RANdom SAmple Consensus) [39] or Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) [135] that both can be refined by Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) optimization [67].

RANSAC [39] is an iterative method that estimates parameters of a homography transform from a set of point correspondences that can possibly contain outliers. Matches are considered as outliers if they do not fit in the projective transform model. The algorithm iteratively takes a sample of point correspondences (4 pairs), computes the transformation between the points, and checks the number of matches that fit in the computed transform within some error threshold. The number of iterations as well as the error threshold represent the RANSAC parameters.

DLT [135], given a set of correspondences, estimates a homography by minimizing an algebraic cost function. The $n$ matches form a a $n \times 9$ matrix $A$, and the homography $h$ is represented as a $9 \times 1$ vector. The optimization function is the follows:

$$\min_h ||Ah||^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.7)

Homography in general can only be determined up to scale. The solution $h$ may have an arbitrary scale defined by the requirement $||h|| = 1$.

Data normalization is an essential step that reduces the effect of the arbitrary selection of origin and scale in the coordinate image frame and makes the algorithm invariant to a similarity transformation of the image.

LM [67], a dynamically damped version of Gauss-Newton algorithm, is frequently used to refine the estimates [9] [18] [24]. It iteratively reestimates the 9 parameters of the homography transform from the set of inliers.

### 3.3.2 Homography estimation methods from Image Stitching

Homography estimation is a key task not only in projector-camera systems, but in many other applications, for example in image stitching. Since image stitching is a well studied field in which many research works have been appeared, it was decided to study the state-of-the-art in stitching to approach the problem of geometric compensation in projector-camera systems.

Among recent works on geometric compensation for image stitching, two methods par-
particularly stand out from the state-of-the-art because they outperform most of the existing techniques. The first one, proposed by J. Zaragoza et. al. [133], is the as-projective-as-possible warp which is globally projective while allowing local non-projective deviations for better alignment. This method makes use of Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) technique as a basic method for homography estimation from a noisy set of point correspondences. Prior to DLT, the data are normalized in order to avoid issues with numerical precision [52], and denormalized afterwards. The VLFeat library was used to extract feature points and to match them. The second work, by C.-H. Chang et. al. [21], combines projective and similar transformations to produce a parametric warp. Homography estimation through RANSAC algorithm is followed by an additional refinement that performs a non-linear optimization of the residual function. This method also uses the VLFeat library for feature matching and RANSAC computation for homography estimation.

3.3.3 Multiple projective transform estimation

Estimation of multiple surfaces requires having at least two images to obtain the relative image transformation. This, however, represents a complex problem due to the lack of, and possible errors in the computed point correspondences related to each planar projection surface. Most of the works use image pairs (in case of stereo-reconstruction and multi-view [57][111]) or a sequence of consecutive frames (structure from motion [137]) to obtain surface equations. However, these methods can hardly be adopted in our context of matching reference images with acquired projections, addressed in this PhD work, for two reasons. First, depth information about the scene cannot be retrieved, since only one projection image is considered. Second, high photometric differences between the reference image and its projections complicate the matching process, which is indispensable for homography transform estimation.

To solve this problem I propose to use a combination of several RANSAC calls to estimate all the transformations in the scene. This approach is similar to sequential RANSAC [57][139] with some differences in estimation and compensation procedures, essentially, in points filtering and in finding intersections between 2D projections. The full algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.12 and detailed below.

Feature matching, performed on a pair of images with detected feature points \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), gives a set of correspondences \( m = \{i, j\}, i = [0, |p_1|], j = [0, |p_2|] \) that are then used by RANSAC to compute a homography transformation \( H_1 \) with the highest number of
inlier points $p_{in_1}$. To estimate the second transformation $H_2$, the homography estimation procedure is repeated on the set of matches excluding the previously detected inliers $m = \{i,j\}, p_i \neq p_{in_1}$. When $H_1$ and $H_2$ homographies are computed, it is important to ensure that the all inliers $p_{in_1}$ and $p_{in_2}$ in reality belong to homographies $H_1$ and $H_2$, respectively. For this purpose, first, the orientation (vertical, horizontal, or diagonal) of the intersection line is found. It can be done by comparing the relative positions of the point centroids for each surface. Then, for each set of points the points that lie close to the border are removed. A 10% margin was found to provide good results on a set of test images. If the surfaces intersect along a vertical line, the margin is computed as 10% of the difference between the x-coordinates of the leftmost and the rightmost points in the set. Similarly, if the intersection line is horizontal, the difference between y-coordinates is computed. In the diagonal case the margin is computed as follows:

$$0.1 \sqrt{(\max_x(p_{in}) - \min_x(p_{in}))^2 + (\max_y(p_{in}) - \min_y(p_{in}))^2}$$

where $p_{in}$ represents the inlier points belonging to the first or second planar surface.

After border points are filtered, RANSAC is applied again to recompute the homogra-
phies. In the experiments the margin of 10% was empirically selected. Note, that some other approaches can be applied, for instance a linear classification, to separate sets of points.

Once the homography transformations are refined, at the next step the regions that belong to each surface are defined in the compensation image. Since photometric difference is very high between the reference and projected images, comparison of re-projected image pixels does not work well in this case. Therefore, to solve this problem the image coordinates are re-projected and the intersection of 2D surfaces are computed (steps 5 and 6 in the flowchart in Figure 3.12). Finally, binary image masks corresponding to each projection surface can be computed from the found points. These masks allow to merge the two compensations obtained through the refined \(H_1\) and \(H_2\) homographies in one compensation image (step 7).

This algorithm potentially can be extended to an arbitrary number of surfaces. Several conditions have to be addressed.

- There should be enough correctly matched points (at least 4) lying on each surface, and the precision should be good enough to increase the probability that RANSAC estimates a precise homography;

- Intersections should be correctly computed between all 2D surface projections. It can be done by iteratively finding one-vs-all intersections of the estimated 2D surface projections.

The described procedure is exploited in Section 5.2.1 that discusses the descriptor evaluation, performed on a set of real projections with both 1 and 2 homography transforms. The compensation has two uses: first, to obtain ground-truth transformations for the test images, and, second, to evaluate the descriptors. Ground-truth multi-homography compensation can be obtained in a similar way with the only difference that instead of feature matches, robust correspondences between checkerboard corners are used. For more details refer to section 4.2.3.

### 3.3.4 Temporal projection transform estimation

In the rest of the chapter I explore the use of Optical Flow tracking methods for geometric projection compensation in a sequence of video images. Exploiting temporal coherence of the projected content provides additional information that can be used to estimate transformations and to reduce the execution time. In that way, this section provides a short overview of Optical Flow methods that can be applied for dense, semi-dense or sparse point tracking.
Further, we propose a compensation system based on a combination of Feature Matching and Optical Flow methods, abbreviated hereafter as FM-OF compensation, in order to benefit from the advantages of each technique. Optical Flow is fast but can produce drifts in the precision of the projective transformation since the estimation errors can accumulate during time. FM is more time consuming, but it provides more reliable results. It can be run from time to time to tackle the shortcomings of Optical Flow. The presented work on FM-OF was done in collaboration with T. Rakotomalala in the context of a student internship.

**Optical Flow algorithms for point tracking**

Optical Flow (OF) methods have long been used for motion estimation and object tracking. First described by J.J. Gibson [45] in 1950, the OF represents the distribution of apparent movement velocities of brightness patterns in an image. The method estimates the spatial displacement of image pixels assuming that the properties of consecutive images are similar in a small region as shown in:

\[
I(x, y, t) = I(x + \delta x, y + \delta y, t + 1). \tag{3.9}
\]

where \(\delta x, \delta y\) are displacements along horizontal and vertical axis, respectively; \(I(x, y, t)\) and \(I(x + \delta x, y + \delta y, t + 1)\) are intensity values of pixels \((x, y)\) and \((x + \delta x, y + \delta y)\) at time moments \(t\) and \(t + 1\), respectively. Based on the previous assumption, called *brightness constance constraint*, the OF constraint can be formulated as:

\[
\frac{\partial I}{\partial x} \frac{\delta x}{\delta t} + \frac{\partial I}{\partial y} \frac{\delta y}{\delta t} + \frac{\partial I}{\partial t} \frac{\delta t}{\delta t} = 0 \tag{3.10}
\]

which results in:

\[
\frac{\partial I}{\partial x} V_x + \frac{\partial I}{\partial y} V_y + \frac{\partial I}{\partial t} = 0 \tag{3.11}
\]

where \(V_x, V_y\) are the x and y components of the OF velocity and \(\frac{\partial I}{\partial x}, \frac{\partial I}{\partial y}\) and \(\frac{\partial I}{\partial t}\) are the partial derivatives of the image \(I(x, y, t)\) in the corresponding directions, which can be shortened as \(I_x, I_y\) and \(I_t\). The OF constrain then assumes the following form:

\[
I_x V_x + I_y V_y = -I_t \tag{3.12}
\]

This last equation has two unknown values and, thus, requires additional constraints. B. Horn and B. Schunck [51] introduced a global smoothness constraint to estimate the OF over the whole image and to favor solutions that show smooth motion. However, this method is
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less efficient when displacements are small. B. Lucas and T. Kanade [72] developed a robust local method for OF estimation that assumes that the motion is constant in a local area. This constraint allows solving the equation (3.12) for all pixels in that neighborhood. Moreover, this method is less sensitive to image noise. For these reasons, Lucas-Kanade OF is nowadays the most widely used method. The pyramidal implementation of the Lucas-Kanade OF [132] from OpenCV was used in the further experiments.

Projective Transform Compensation based on Feature Matching and Optical Flow

The rest of the current chapter introduces a new compensation system that exploits both spatial and temporal image coherence in order to estimate and compensate homography transformations. The developed approach bases on color invariant feature matching, thoroughly discussed in [3.2] and Optical Flow methods, described in [3.3.4]. The idea of such temporal-spatial combination is similar to what was presented in [64]. Color invariant SIFT descriptors were used together with M-estimator SAmple and Consensus method (MSAC) to improve the compensation quality. MSAC [117] is a modification of RANSAC that computes the likelihood of the consensus set to find the minimum of the loss function. Contrary to the described method, in the compensation system I use color invariant feature matching only for the initial transform estimation and for further adjustments introduced from time to time. In the rest of the time the robust points extracted during feature matching step are tracked by an optical flow method. This represents a more lightweight solution for image compensation because the points can be reused from one frame to the next.

A block diagram in Figure 3.13 illustrates one iteration of the compensation system. \( I_{\text{ref}}^t \) and \( I_{\text{proj}}^t \) refer to reference and projection images in iteration \( t \), or, in other words, \( t \)-th frames of the reference and acquired projection video sequences. In the first step, the color image histograms of the current and the previous reference images are analyzed. To detect a change of scene, the distance between successive histograms of the reference images is computed on the R, G and B channels separately. To measure the distance between two histograms, a correlation coefficient is used:

\[
d_C(H^t, H^{t+1}) = \frac{E[(H^t - \mu_H^t)(H^{t+1} - \mu_{H^{t+1}})]}{\sigma_{H^t} \sigma_{H^{t+1}}}
\]

(3.13)

where \( d_C \) is the correlation between histograms \( H^t \) and \( H^{t+1} \); \( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) stand for the mean and the standard deviation; \( E \) is the expected value operator.

If the correlation value at least for one color channel \( c \) is below a certain threshold \( T_{hr_c} \), then a scene change is flagged. In this case feature matching (FM) is performed in order to
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Fig. 3.13 Block diagram of the FM-OF compensation system.

reestimate the set of feature points in the current projected and reference images.

If \( I'_{ref} \) and \( I'_{ref+1} \) are close enough in terms of their color histograms, Optical Flow (OF) is executed twice, once for a pair of consecutive reference images, and then for a pair of acquired projections. OF tracks only the point vectors \( P'_{ref} \) and \( P'_{proj} \), detected in the previous iteration (from FM or OF), which reduces the overall time required for tracking compared with the dense OF. Next, the average error produced by OF is examined. It is computed as the average L1 error between tracked patches. If the error value is higher than threshold \( Thr_{OF} \), then FM is executed. Otherwise, if the points are correctly tracked in the current image, homography transformation can be estimated from the obtained \( P_{ref} \) and \( P_{proj} \) set of
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points. RANSAC estimates the homography transformation which is used to compute the compensation. Finally, the point vectors are updated before going to the next iteration.

If two consecutive reference images are different in terms of content but have similar color histograms, then a change of scene is flagged falsely. OF, executed at the following step, will most likely fail yielding a high error value, which means that FM will be executed.

The presented compensation framework was applied to compensate acquired video projections described later in Section 5.3.

It is important to discuss some limitations of the FM-OF method. Namely, geometric compensation performance of the method depends on the performance of the used OF method. The pyramidal Lucas-Kanade OF implementation cannot deal with high scale changes, like in case of camera forward motion. Similarly, the FM-OF will most likely not work well in the case of non-rigid transformations in the projected video.

### 3.4 Conclusions

In this chapter several state-of-the-art techniques in feature matching were presented. Two groups particularly stand out among all the methods. The first one includes SIFT and SURF that are used in most of the applications for feature matching and object recognition. The second group represents binary descriptors that provide significant speed-up when compared with their floating-point competitors. Nevertheless, in some cases they are outperformed by SIFT-like methods, that is why it was decided to consider SURF or SIFT methods in further evaluations.

In the second part color invariance extension of feature matching was discussed. Among existing color invariance transforms, I selected Opponent and HSV because they possess invariance properties against the considered models. Moreover, LHE-RGB was introduced as a color transform that is invariant to various monotonic color change functions. The performance of the chosen invariance transforms is studied in an evaluation framework in chapter 5.

The final topic addressed in this chapter is the problem of homography estimation in the context of ProCam systems. In the first place, static projective transform estimation was considered. Single- and multiple-homography compensation through RANSAC was discussed. Next, a temporal extension of geometric compensation to a temporal sequence of images was described which makes use of the Optical Flow point tracking method. The both compensation frameworks are evaluated on different datasets. The evaluation results are reported in chapter 5. The following chapter in turn presents several datasets used for
algorithms evaluation.
Chapter 4

New Datasets for Projector-Camera Systems

One part of my research works aims at evaluating the performance of different algorithms in the projection-acquisition scenario. For that purpose it is important to perform experiments in conditions that are close to real ones occurred in a ProCam system. Since there is a lack of such test data available, a part of the thesis was dedicated to prepare several dataset suitable for algorithm evaluation by addressing various conditions.

This chapter presents three datasets, purposefully prepared in this work. Firstly, to evaluate the performance of different color-invariant descriptors from 3.2.2 in homography estimation, several sets of synthetic images were prepared that simulate various photometric distortions and projective warpings [109]. Such test data allows to assess the descriptor performance by analyzing the quality of feature matching and homography compensation. Secondly, it is important to make evaluations on real-world projections. To that end, I prepared a large dataset of acquired projections covering a wide range of condition, such as ambient illumination and different surface color and geometry [107]. The dataset also contains additional data that allow computing ground-truth homography transforms and performing color corrections of the acquisitions. To my knowledge, this is the first database of acquired projections which can be useful for various evaluations. Several applications are shown later in chapter 5. Finally, the third dataset represents an extension of the previous one which implies video projections obtained with a dynamic ProCam system rather than the case of static projections in the previous dataset. This new test data is necessary for evaluating different algorithms used in projector-camera systems, not only static, but those that exploit temporal coherence between video video frames.
4.1 Synthetic Images

The idea of using a dataset of synthetic images was to make a fast automatic dataset generation and evaluation of various descriptors under different controlled distortions. Color warping and homography transformations allow to provide simulated conditions close to what is encountered when using a projector-camera system. Photometric conditions, generated in accordance with several color change models, address such components as varying illuminations, camera and projector responses. Each image in the dataset undergoes a geometric warping that models a homography transform. The six types of synthetic distortions, denoted $S1$ to $S6$ for sake of clarity, are listed in Table 4.1. Examples of test images are illustrates in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synthetic database</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
<th>Number of test images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$S1$</td>
<td>Photometric distortions (3.1) and (3.2) (Fig. 4.1 column 1)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S2$</td>
<td>$S1$ + Gaussian noise (Fig. 4.1 column 2)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S3$</td>
<td>$S1$ + Homography transform (Fig. 4.1 column 3)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S4$</td>
<td>$S2$ + Homography transform (Fig. 4.1 column 4)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S5$</td>
<td>Normal mapping (Fig. 4.2 top row)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S6$</td>
<td>$S5$ + background color blending (Fig. 4.2 bottom row)</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1 The six types of synthetic distortions used for the evaluation.

The first distortion type $S1$ simulates real photometric conditions under the assumption that the real physical equation can be approximated by the Diagonal Offset (3.1) or the Gamma models (3.2). All the parameters of these models were randomly generated as uniform random variables with the standard deviation of 0.5, i.e. $\gamma$ for each channel varied in the range from 0.5 to 1.5. Thus, the generated parameters address most of device functions. The “Lenna” image was used as a single reference image for the whole set. In total, 100 images were generated with different distortion of $S1$ type. Then, $S2$ distortions were made by applying Gaussian noise to the previously distorted $S1$ set of images. The Gaussian transform with uniform random parameters (a variance of 40) aims to simulate camera noise.

Images of $S1$ and $S2$ have only photometric distortions without any geometric warping. In $S3$ and $S4$ synthetic homography transforms are introduced so that they simulate non axial projections on a single planar surface. Homography warping was applied to the images from $S1$ and $S2$. In each case to generate a homography transform, four corner points are warped so that each point was translated at a distance $d \in [-100, 100]$ and rotated by an angle $\alpha \in [0, 360^\circ]$. Examples of synthesized distortions $S1$-$S4$ can be seen in Figure 4.1.
Fig. 4.1 Examples of synthetic photometric and geometric (homography) distortions. Columns represent $S1$-$S4$ distortions types. The first three rows correspond to the images distorted according to the Diagonal-Offset model, while the last three rows obtained in accordance with the Gamma model.
To go further in the analysis, I introduce $S5$ distortions that correspond to normal mapping. This technique enables pixel lighting variations according to normal displacements and, in such a way, can model background surfaces with small bump structures like wood, brick or metal. Using an OpenGL rendering pipeline, test images were distorted and ground-truth coordinates were obtained. Several popular materials were chosen, such as metal, brick, concrete, or wall. Figure 4.2 shows some examples in the top row. Each of the five images underwent normal mapping specified by the displaced normal map. Note that normal mapping does not cause any change in pixel coordinates and thus does not take in consideration bigger geometrical distortions of a surface that entail parallax effects and pixel displacements. Only lighting of each pixel is modified through normal displacement.

In the last type of distortions $S6$ photometric variations are added to the previous distorted images of normal mapping $S5$. To simulate color background blending and, thus, to make the simulated distortion even harder, selected color or black and white images were blended with the reference images before applying normal mapping. A blending ratio of 50% was used, which means that both background and reference images equally contribute to the final texture color. Some results can be observed in Figure 4.2 in the bottom row.

The total number of test images per testing scenario is shown in the rightmost column of Table 4.1.

---

$^1$OpenGL (Open Graphics Library) is a cross-language, multi-platform application programming interface (API) for rendering 2D and 3D vector graphics: [https://www.opengl.org/](https://www.opengl.org/)
4.2 Static Images Projected In A Static Environment

The database of real-world acquired projections, prepared with the use of a ProCam system, addresses various geometric and illumination conditions. Moreover, it provides additional data for ground-truth homography transforms computation and color correction of the acquisition and projection devices. Projected images were specifically collected to make the database tailored for the use in different scenarios. Therefore, the database description goes as follows. First, the experimental setup is detailed. Second, the set of reference images chosen for projections are described. Next, the projection-acquisition pipeline is presented along with the database structure and some details on the acquisition process. Finally, ground-truth preparation is explained.

4.2.1 Experimental Setup Description

The experimental setup, used in this work to make real-world projections, consists of three main components:

1. Acquisition-projection devices (form a projector-camera system);
2. Projection scene (different geometric and color characteristics);
3. Illumination (several sources of illumination are considered);

Projector-Camera system

The first component, a projector-camera system, combines one projection and one acquisition devices connected to a desktop computer (refer to Figure 4.3 for more detail). The devices are rigidly fixed with respect to each other in order avoid mutual displacements throughout the acquisitions. The devices are mounted on metal bars and placed on top of a rolling wheel support. The desktop with the acquisition software is placed under this support (not seen in Figure 4.3).

The following projection and acquisition devices are used in the setup:

- an LCD-projector Epson EB-X11
- 1 Basler firewire camera A641FC with an 8-mm lens.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the processing pipeline which is typical for a projector-camera system. First, an image $I$ is projected by the projector that introduces color distortions $P(I)$. 
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Then, the camera acquires the geometrically warped projection $C(G(P(I)))$ where $C$ stands for the camera matrix and $G$ defines the geometric transformation. Steps 3 and 4 consist in geometric and color compensations that can be performed in any order. Finally, the system projects the computed compensation $P^{-1}(P(I))$.

The acquisition process is automatic for a given projection scenario, e.g. for a given projection surface, setup position, illumination, and background. The camera and the projector are connected to the computer on which the acquisition software is run. The system projects and acquires in series test reference images from the database. The software code is written in C++ using the following libraries:

- OpenCV to read/write images and for simple image processing[^1]

- Basler API to access and control on-the-fly internal camera properties from C++ code:

[^1]: a library of Computer Vision programming function [https://opencv.org/](https://opencv.org/)
4.2 Static Images Projected In A Static Environment

The projection scene is made of three white planar cardboards that form a concave corner on the junction. The projections are made on one and two projection surfaces to have both single- and double-homography transformations.

The distance between the projection surfaces and the acquisition system is around 1-2 meters so that the projection size does not exceed 1 meter for each projection surface. This constraint was chosen in order to facilitate the design of the projection scene. The camera is placed near to the projector at an arbitrary distance and angle so that the projection is well situated in the captured image. In the acquired images (resolution $1624 \times 1234$) projections occupy approximately 10% of the image surface (one third of the acquired image length and width).

---

4 A library for building Augmented Reality applications: http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit/
Fig. 4.6 Schematic representation of three different positions of the acquisition setup. From left to right: position 1, position 2 and position 3.

Projections were made on each surface configuration from several viewpoints. In case of static projections, three different positions were chosen (see Figure 4.6). Whatever the position, the projection/acquisition devices and the illuminations (except for daylight) are rigidly fixed with respect to each other.

It is important to mention, that the setup positions others than the orthogonal one introduce additional photometric distortions in the final projection. The projection surface is differently lit by the projector because of the different distances from the projector lamp to various parts of the projection surface.

**Background posters.** In the acquisitions I attempted to model such parameters of the projection surface as color and texture. To that end, several printed projected surfaces were installed in the projection scene and used in the acquisitions. Physical installation consists in attaching paper posters to the cardboards that serve as projection surfaces. The geometric parameters of the scene do not change when a background poster is added. The trivial case, when the projection is performed on white cardboards, simulates the absence of color background. The following images (see Figure 4.7) were used to produce background posters used in the acquisitions of static projections: Gray checkerboard, Colorchecker image and Dalí’s painting “The Persistence of Memory”

**Illumination conditions**

During the acquisitions it was important to simulate lighting and projection conditions corresponding to a typical projector-camera system. For that purpose four illumination scenarios were considered for all acquisitions:
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Fig. 4.7 Posters that model color background: a Macbeth colorchart, a Dalí’s painting, a grayscale checkerboard.

- Dark room. The only light source in the scene is the projector;

- 2 fluorescent lamps. This type of illumination was chosen as an example of the white light. The lamps are mounted on the top of the projector-camera system (see Figure 4.3);

- Incandescent lamp is a source of reddish illumination which significantly differs from the fluorescent light. The bulb lamp is mounted on the projector-camera system (see Figure 4.3);

- Daylight illumination. The choice of this illumination can be explained by the fact that daylight is often present in the projection scene which complicates the normal perception of the projected content. Though it is difficult to characterize this source of illumination, most acquisitions were made in a sunny weather with the clear sky at around midday which allows its approximation with D60 illuminant.

4.2.2 Database of static projection images

The database of static projections aims at providing enough test data to perform evaluation of various algorithms used in projector-camera systems, at the same time modeling different conditions that typically take place in a real scene. In the course of database preparations, the following distortions were considered (refer to subsection 4.2.1 for more details):

1. Color distortions that can be due to one or several factors:

   (a) Illumination in the scene

   (b) Color Background

   (c) Projector Radiance
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>N images</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>sea</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mountain</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>forest</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>desert</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>waterfall</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>field</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>Actions (sport,</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>meetings, etc.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban scenes</td>
<td>vehicles</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>buildings</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bridges</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>roads</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Summary of 162 projected natural images in the database: different categories and numbers of images.

2. Homography transform: geometric transformation when the projection is made on one or two planar surfaces. Both single- and double-homography transformations are considered when preparing the data set.

Projected reference images

The developed dataset is intended to be a universal tool for evaluation of different smart-projection algorithms regardless of the target application. On the one hand, the choice of the original images to be projected is very important in order to make the dataset useful in many PAR applications. On the other hand, the size of the database should be reasonable.

It was decided to make the dataset on the basis of the following three types of images:

1. **Natural images.** The principal idea is not to impose any constraints on possible target applications of the evaluated algorithms. Thus, a generic Flickr image database[5] was exploited as the source of reference images. Image selection process consisted of several steps. Firstly, several main image categories were defined according to expert appraisal (several experts in computer vision, image processing and computer graphics made a joint decision on several issues). Secondly, I arbitrarily picked up 20 images of each category. Finally, expert appraisal was used again to select several images of each considered category. In total 48 images were included in the set of projected reference data. The categories and the number of selected images are summarized in table [4,2]

2. **VideoConferences.** Another scenario that might be of interest to projector-camera systems is video teleconference. Human faces are most probably the main objects

present in the projected video in such an application. Thus, it was decided to use the database of color indoor images of human faces called McGill Real-World Face Video Database\(^6\). Based on expert appraisal, from this database I chose 8 video streams according to the presence of complex background, various human faces (different age, nationality, glasses etc.) as well as different poses. Then, from each stream 10 frames were randomly extracted and included in the set of projected reference images. The resolution of each frame is \(1024 \times 768\) pixels.

3. **Powerpoint presentations.** The dataset also aims at evaluating projector-camera systems for corporate presentations. For this purpose 5 publicly available educational presentations were selected from Coursera\(^7\) and MIT webpages\(^8\). In total 34 slides were selected that represent the following cases: title slides, slides with plots, slides with text, and slides with images.

The total number of projected images is 162. Figure 4.8 shows some samples of the projected images.

**Database building pipeline**

Figure 4.9 illustrates the sequence of processing steps to build the dataset of acquired image projections. The acquisition process consists in projecting and capturing projected images in series for each setup configuration. Each configuration is defined by several components: the projector-camera setup position (one of the three predefined positions), the number of projection surfaces (1 or 2), the illumination (one of the four illumination sources), and the projection background (if used).

Preparation of the setup for acquisitions was done as follows. First, geometric surfaces needed to be prepared to make projections. The setup was aligned in order to make projections on the desired number of surfaces (one or two). Second, a color poster was mounted in the scene (if color background is used). Next, I placed the setup at one of the three predefined positions. The previous steps altogether form the geometrical configuration. For further geometrical device calibration and ground-truth computation (more details go further in this chapter), a checkerboard image was projected and acquired with the camera, once for each geometrical configuration.

---

\(^6\) [https://sites.google.com/site/meltemdemirkus/mcgill-unconstrained-face-video-database](https://sites.google.com/site/meltemdemirkus/mcgill-unconstrained-face-video-database)

\(^7\) [https://www.coursera.org/](https://www.coursera.org/)

\(^8\) [http://ocw.mit.edu/](http://ocw.mit.edu/)
Fig. 4.8 Examples of projected images. The first row - natural images of different categories; the second row - images with human faces (used for the video conference scenario); the third row - images of presentation slides.
Next, illumination was to be prepared in the scene. For color calibration I acquired additional data before to start projections. It included projections of images that form an RGB cube of $256^3$ colors to compute the projector response function. Moreover, projections of white and black images were performed that could be useful in color image compensation. For the camera color calibration and illumination estimation, a colorchart and a white board were acquired. More detailed explanation of the device calibration and ground truth computation is presented later in this chapter.

All 162 reference images were projected in the loop as many times as there are different setup configurations. Since changing a background poster represents a more difficult task than changing the setup position, it was decided to put each poster once for all setup positions and illumination sources. Once the poster is mounted, the setup can be at one of the three positions. To keep exactly the same position for all background images, I developed an ARToolKit-based automatic alignment. The system could find the precise position by detecting the three visible markers in the scene and then comparing their coordinates with those preliminarily stored in the system.

To summarize, the following types of data are included in the database:

1. Acquired raw projection images;
2. Acquired images of the colorchart and white board for color data post-processing;
3. 256 projected acquired images that represent an RGB cube for color projector characterization;
4. Acquired projected white and black images for color projector characterization;

5. Projected and acquired checkerboard image for geometric device calibration;

Types 2-5 were acquired once for each geometric configuration, position and illumination in the scene. Type 6 was acquired once for each geometric configuration and position.

The total number of projections can be estimated as a product of the number of projected images, 4 illuminations, 3 positions, 4 posters, and 2 homographies: $162 \times 4 \times 3 \times 4 \times 2 = 15,552$ projections. The structure of the database is illustrated in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.11 shows some acquisition examples of projections that include single- and double-homography transformations, different illumination in the scene and color background images. Note, in the figure the presented images were demosaicked and underwent a simple color compensation in order to make the images clearer.

**Camera Acquisitions**

In this section several technical details on image acquisitions are presented:

**Image format.** It was decided to choose RAW image format for all images acquired with the camera. This allows manual demosaicking that significantly improves the results
Fig. 4.11 Examples of acquired images. The top row illustrates 4 color background posters used in the acquisitions. The second row represents 4 illumination conditions addressed in the acquisitions. The third and the fourth rows shows 3 setup positions for single- and double-homography transform, respectively.
since the built-in algorithm produces well-marked artifacts. The demosaicking procedure, therefore, can be done offline as a part of the data post-processing procedure.

**Exposure time.** The exposure time varied throughout the acquisitions. I used one value for all acquired projections, and another for non-projection acquisitions (colorchart, white board). Because of the big difference in projector luminosity as compared to the scene lighting, it became necessary to use different parameters. If not varying the shutter speed, the captured images would be saturated in case of acquired projections, and would have dark noisy areas when acquiring colorcharts.

**Gamma correction.** Although the technical documentation from the camera manufacturer clearly states that the camera has a linear response, in practice, we could not get a response that can be considered as linear. All the acquisitions were done without any external gamma correction, but it could be performed, if necessary, as post-processing, from the acquired colorchart images.

**Acquired mean image.** The colorchart and white board images were acquired 10 times and the mean image was then computed and stored. This helps to reduce the level of noise in the acquired images and, therefore, to enhance the compensation quality. Figure 4.13 shows the camera sensor response measured from 6 captured gray values of the colorchart. The left and right plots represent two different illumination scenarios.

### 4.2.3 Ground Truth

**Geometric Compensation.** During the whole process of acquisitions additional data on the geometric and photometric setup parameters were collected. It was done for the purpose of computing geometric ground-truth information and color compensation of the images. Geometric ground-truth was used in this work to assess the performance of the evaluated algorithms. Acquired colorchart images allow to perform color post-processing on the acquired data, for example for gamma correction, white balance or distortion compensation due to camera sensor or illumination.

As mentioned above, for each geometric configuration, a checkerboard image was projected and captured with the camera. Precise correspondences between the corner points are extracted from the projected and captured images using Computer Vision System Toolbox in MATLAB. The computed points were further used to compute a precise homography transform which serves as ground-truth in this work. The case of double-homography transform represents a more difficult task than a single-homography, because the precise regions corresponding to each projection surface should be obtained. Ground-truth compensations were
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Fig. 4.12 (a) Acquired checkerboard image projection on two planar surfaces with the detected corners and the projection surface intersection; (b) Double-homography compensation; (c) Acquired checkerboard image projection on a single planar surface with the detected corners; (d) Single-homography compensation.

Fig. 4.13 Measured camera gamma response functions. The left plot corresponds to the incandescent lamp illumination; the right plot - fluorescent illumination. Intensity values are normalized in the range [0,1].
Table 4.3 The average Euclidean Distance between the checkerboard corners and their projections on two planar surfaces (double-homography transform). The values are presented separately for the left and the right surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>pos1</th>
<th>pos2</th>
<th>pos3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>left</td>
<td>0.0337</td>
<td>0.0218</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right</td>
<td>0.0597</td>
<td>0.0502</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

obtained through the algorithm from sub-chapter 3.3.3. The least-squares optimized spatial transformation function, provided by Matlab Image Processing Toolbox, estimated a projection transformation from point correspondences. The precision of the obtained homography transforms mainly depends on the accuracy of the detected corner points. Table 4.3 shows the average $L_2$ distances between the corner points for each homography transform in the image. The results are presented for 3 different setup positions. Figure 4.12 illustrates acquired checkerboard projections with the detected corner points, as well as projections compensations.

### 4.3 Dynamic Video Projections

In this last part of the chapter I present another series of acquisitions intended to reproduce more challenging scenarios of the use of projector-camera systems. First, the previous acquisitions are extended by increasing the number of projection surfaces so that to have simultaneously 3 or 4 homography transforms in the captured images. Next, static images previously used as reference content are replaced video projections. Finally, I extend the experiments by making the projector-camera system moving while projecting and acquiring images.

#### 4.3.1 Acquisition Scenarios

The main used acquisition types are listed below:

1. Static ProCam system + static projections + 3 or 4 projection surfaces
2. Static ProCam system + video projections + 1 or 2 projection surfaces
3. Dynamic ProCam system + static projections + 1 or 2 projection surfaces
4. Dynamic ProCam system + video projections + 1 and 2 projection surfaces
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The first type is essentially an extension of the static projections described in 4.2. Addressing simultaneously 3-4 homography transforms allows modeling such real projection scenarios, as complex wall corners and ledges. The second type of acquisitions supposes projection of video sequences on 1 or 2 projection surfaces. The reason why video projections are considered in this work as against static images, is to exploit temporal coherence in video sequences which is important for such algorithms as Optical Flow or background subtraction. The third and fourth acquisition scenarios imply that the projector-camera system is no longer static, in other words projections are captured while the system is in motion. In a simpler case only one static image is projected so that only geometric warping changes in the captured images due to ProCam system displacements. Then, a video sequence replaces the projected static image to make the compensation task more difficult because homography transforms and projected images change simultaneously throughout each series of acquisitions.

4.3.2 Setup description

In case of dynamic projections (types 3 and 4), it is important that the system processes enough frames per second to ensure smooth video acquisitions. Because the previously used Basler camera had a very low acquisition speed at the highest resolution, it was decided to replace the camera and use Ethernet IDS UI-5240CP-C-HQ camera. By using such configuration the speed of 8fps was achieved in the experiments which is however sig-

---

camera specifications can be found at https://en.ids-imaging.com/store/ui-5240cp.html
Fig. 4.15 Static images that were projected by the dynamic setup (scenario 3).

nificantly lower than the one from the camera specifications. This loss in performance arose from several reasons, among them the most important are projector-camera synchronization issues, difference in camera and projector frequencies, and limited memory size to buffer the images. In practice, the obtained videos were found to be smooth enough to be used in further evaluations.

To simplify the acquisition process, only white background was considered in all the acquisition scenarios. Hence, color background was out of scope for these experiments. Scenario 1, when separate image frames were projected, included 3 and 4 homography transformations. The former transformation was made by three cardboards that formed the concave corner of the projection scene, while the later was ensured by projecting on a complex wall corner that resulted in 4 homography transformations without discontinuities (see Figure 4.16). Moreover, 4 homography transform acquisitions were performed only from 2 setup positions to reduce the total amount of acquired data.

4.3.3 Projected content

In the first acquisition scenario the set of images was exactly the same as in 4.2.2. As for scenarios 2 and 4, several video sequences were selected according to its projection content. They belong to the following categories: news, natural and urban scenes, which corresponds to teleconference or movie projection scenarios. Screenshots from the 3 chosen creative common licensed videos are shown in Figure 4.14.
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Fig. 4.16 The surface configuration used in the experiments to produce 4-homography distortions in the captured images (scenario 1). Left and right images represent two setup positions.

In scenario 3 several static images were captured and projected by the dynamic setup. In total, 5 frames were used, among them 2 were taken from videos 2 and 3 (see Figure 4.14), and three frames from the set of projected images in scenario 1 and in 4.2.2. Figure 4.15 shows these images.

4.3.4 Database structure

Let us now summarize all the acquisition conditions that were addressed in the series of video-projections and static projections on three and four surfaces. Scenario 1 essentially repeats the acquisitions described in the first part of the chapter (see scheme in Figure 4.10) with the difference that color background was not used at all for the case of 3 and 4 homographies, and 4 homography projections were restricted to be made from two setup positions.

In scenario 2 (Figure 4.17(a)), video projections were made from 3 static setup positions. Like in the previous acquisitions, besides acquired projected images, the checkerboard was projected for each setup position, and colorchart and white board were captured for each illumination. The same four illumination conditions as in 4.2.1 were employed in this scenario.

In scenario 3 (Figure 4.17(b)) several frames were projected when the setup was continuously moving. The setup was being moved in two different manners. First, the camera was fixed and the projector constantly changed its position with a high amplitude which resulted in strong projective transformations in the captured images. Projections were made on one,
two and three surfaces so that in each acquired video the number of simultaneous projective transforms is constant. To reduce the amount of acquisitions, only two illumination conditions were addressed in this case, that is, dark room and incandescent lamp.

Finally, scenario 4 (Figure 4.17(c)) represents the most complicated case when videos were projected and acquired with the dynamic setup. During each acquisition series projections underwent both single- and double-homography transformations. Three different ambient illumination conditions were addressed: dark room with the projector light, daylight and the combination of daylight and fluorescent light. The acquisitions were limited to these three configurations because they are most likely to be present in the real situation.

### 4.3.5 Ground-truth computation

Ground-truth data computation for the first acquisition scenario is the same as in 4.2.3 with the only difference that the number of projective planes is now 3 or 4 instead of single- and double-surface configurations in 4.2.3. It means that RANSAC homography estimation method, previously applied to compute ground-truth double-homographies in 4.2.3 can be extended so that to estimate a set of planar surface equations and to precise intersection between them. Similar compensation approach can be applied to the acquisitions made in scenario 2, since the setup is static in each series of acquisitions and thus the homography does not change.
Regarding dynamic setup projections (scenario 3 and 4), it becomes difficult to obtain precise ground-truth information for each frame. Projecting calibration checkerboard after each frame might give a precise approximation however at the cost of double reduced frame rate. That is why it was decided to sacrifice per-frame ground-truth geometric information for the acquisition speed. Obviously, one can obtain ground-truth transformations by manually labeling the four corners of the projection area for each frame.

In scenario 3, however, I computed ground-truth in a different way. Instead of obtaining a homography transform for each frame, the projections only for the first and the last frames were compensated and used as the ground-truth data to estimate pixel-wise color distances between images. More details about how ground-truth was used to assess the compensation quality is given later in sub-chapter 5.3.1.

### 4.4 Conclusions

This chapter presented three datasets of distorted images. In the first one, synthetic distortions model real photometric and projective distortions typically occurred in a ProCam system. This dataset is used in the next chapter evaluate descriptor performance under various generated distortions. The second dataset, ProCam database, contains real-world projections and covers various conditions, such as varying homography transformations, light sources, and color background. It also provides some data for ground-truth computation. Although ProCam database fully corresponds to only one particular setup, most of the addressed conditions, typical for real ProCam systems, can be encountered in various SAR applications. To prove its usefulness, the following chapter demonstrates two applications aimed at evaluating color descriptors performance for homography estimation and object recognition. Finally, an extension of the ProCam database was presented. Video projection acquisitions were added in the database to make it suitable for different methods that use temporal information between the frames. In the next chapter the prepared video acquisitions are used to evaluate a spatio-temporal compensation method from 3.3.4.
Chapter 5

Evaluations and Applications

After presenting three datasets of synthetic and real-world projections, in this chapter I present several evaluations and applications when these test data are used to assess algorithms performance in the projection-acquisition scenario. The structure of this chapter is, therefore, organized as follows. First, an evaluation of color descriptors for homography compensation is presented. It makes use of the synthetic dataset presented in Section 4.1 to compare descriptor performance. Second, the ProCam database from Section 4.2 is used in two applications: (1) for homography compensation and (2) for object recognition. Finally, an evaluation of two compensation frameworks is presented on a set of acquired video projections described in Section 4.3.

5.1 Preliminaries: evaluation of color descriptors for geometric projections compensation

To examine different characteristics of the state-of-the-art color descriptors from chapter 3 an evaluation framework was developed. The performance of different descriptors was assessed on a set of synthetic images from Section 4.1 that were chosen because of a relatively simple and fast process of test data preparation. This is the first quality evaluation performed on synthetic images before to go to the real-world projection scenarios covered later in this chapter.

This section, first, describes the prepared evaluation framework. Then, the evaluation criteria used in this work are explained. Finally, the evaluation results and shown and each descriptor is discussed giving conclusions on its efficiency if used in a projector-camera system with similar distortions to the ones generated in the dataset.
5.1.1 Evaluation framework

Figure 5.1 illustrates the evaluation framework which consists of several main steps.

The first stage consists in preparing a set of test images that includes two parts: original (reference) and distorted (simulated projected) images. It was decided to introduce synthetic distortions to model real photometric and geometric conditions that are typical for a projector-camera system. In order to build a dataset, different synthetic distortions were applied to each reference image (original image to be projected) in order to imitate real acquired projections. Thus, each reference image has a set of distortion copies that are considered as simulated projections. The preparation of the dataset is detailed in 4.1.

The next step implies feature point extraction from the set of reference and distorted images. Features were computed from the intensity channel in order to have the same set of points for all tested descriptors, whatever color invariance is used. In the evaluation framework I included SURF implementation of E. Oyallon and J. Rabin [91] for feature matching. SURF parameters were found by executing the method on 100 training images. The parameters that gave the best performance, were fixed and experimentally kept unchanged.
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throughout the experiments: 3 octaves, 4 intervals and a Hessian threshold equal to 1050.

Steps 3 and 4 consist in computing color invariant descriptors. This implies applying a color transform to the reference and distorted images and computing SURF descriptors for each color channel independently. The description vectors for each channels are concatenated into one large vector which serves as a feature point descriptor. The outcome of this step is therefore a set of feature descriptors computed for each point.

The next step connotes matching feature descriptors computed from the reference and distorted images. The standard matching strategy, described by D. Lowe [71], defines correct matches based on the nearest neighbor ratio of 0.8 which was used in the experiments. For each color feature descriptor, I computed statistics over all matched image pairs from the test data set. These results were then aggregated in order to capture the general performance of the compared methods. The evaluation criteria are described more extensively in 5.1.3.

In the final step the geometric transform between the matched images is found and the compensation image is computed. In this scenario only single-homography transform was addressed. The $3 \times 3$ homography matrix was estimated through RANSAC method as described in 3.3.1 and then the inverted transform was applied to the distorted image to get the compensation. I evaluated the descriptor performance by estimating the errors between the obtained and ground-truth compensations. The process of ground-truth preparation is discussed in the following section.

5.1.2 Evaluated color descriptors

The evaluation framework compares the performance of several color invariant transforms, described in chapter 3 when used for local feature description. First, I choose the traditional Intensity-SURF, and its color variations RGB-, HSV- and Opponent-SURF. Then, I select for the evaluation Color Constancy-based descriptor, which is represented by Retinex algorithm. All aforementioned color descriptor computation methods are described in 3.2.2. Finally, HE-based and LHE-based descriptors, proposed in 3.2.3, are added to the evaluation.

Table 5.1 summarizes the color invariance properties of the addressed descriptors with respect to the color change models used in the evaluation. “+” sign in the table indicates that a descriptor is invariant to color distortions defined by a model, “-” shows lack of invariance, and “+/−” indicates that only part of the descriptor is color invariant. The Retinex SURF is not invariant to the presented color change models because the Retinex theory relies on the
adaptation rule of von Kries \([124]\) that asserts than the sensitivity adapts to color changes by controlling the amplitude of each spectral distribution. Even though Retinex employs a local approach which can discount non uniform illumination, it is invariant only to contrast changes in the Diagonal-offset model \((3.1)\).

### 5.1.3 Evaluation metrics

This section overviews several metrics used in the color invariant descriptors evaluation. The performance of the feature descriptors was studied in terms of feature matching quality and homography compensation (warping) accuracy. Two evaluation criteria, used in the experiments, directly reflect the FM quality. The Correct Detection Rate (CDR) and the FM Precision, defined below, reveal two important descriptor properties: distinctiveness and color invariance. The first one shows how many feature matches can be detected using this descriptor, while the second represents the fraction of correct correspondences among all the extracted ones. As for the warping accuracy, I compared the estimated compensations with the images transformed by the ground-truth homographies. In fact, the last criterion is the most important one for choosing a feature descriptor, because it shows how well the method performs in a homography estimation task which is the target application in this work. Nevertheless, the first two metrics helps to understand the performance and the behavior of each descriptor in different testing scenarios.

The definition of each evaluation criterion is presented below.

**Detection Rate.** This criterion reflects the *distinctiveness* property of feature descriptors. A feature descriptor is distinctive when the similarity measure is high (distance is low) between two homologous points and significantly lower (or higher for the distance) for any other potential match. In order to examine this property of descriptors, \(CDR\) values were averaged on the whole dataset. The obtained value represents the ability of each descriptor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Diagonal-Offset Model</th>
<th>Gamma Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-SURF</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB-SURF</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-SURF</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opponent-SURF</td>
<td>+/-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retinex-SURF</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE-RGB-SURF</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHE-RGB-SURF</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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\[
CDR = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N+1} \frac{\text{# correct matches (i)}}{\min(#fp_1,#fp_2)_i}
\]  

(5.1)

where \(N\) is the number of image pairs, \# correct matches \((i)\) is the number of correctly matched feature point pairs in image \(i\), \(fp_1\) and \(fp_2\) denote the two sets of feature points detected from the matched images.

**FM Precision.** This criterion corresponds to the *color invariance* descriptor property which indicates how much matching quality deteriorates when one or several types of distortions are introduced in the matched images. It can be computed as a ratio between correct and all detected (correct and false) matches in the image pair. To define the formula of FM precision, I first introduce Detection Rate \((DR)\):

\[
DR = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N+1} \frac{\text{# computed matches (i)}}{\min(#fp_1,#fp_2)_i}
\]  

(5.2)

where \# computed matches \((i)\) is the number of matched feature point pairs.

Finally, FM precision can be computed as \(CDR/DR\) ratio.

**Warping accuracy.** The two metrics described above were used to investigate the quality of feature matching which, however, is not the objective of this work. To evaluate the descriptor performance in geometric compensation a third metrics was introduced, called *Warping accuracy*. It can be computed in a simple way by comparing the obtained and ground truth compensation images. Ground-Truth homography matrices \(H\) are given since the geometric transforms are simulated. For each point \([x\ y]\) in the first image the corresponding point in the second image can be obtained through a simple multiplication \([x\ y\ 1] \cdot H\). Therefore, the *Warping Accuracy* is computed as the average Euclidean distance between pixel coordinates of the corrected image and the corresponding ground-truth image.

\[
d(H_e, H_r) = \frac{1}{W \times H} \cdot \sum_{X_e=0,Y_e=0}^{W,H} \sqrt{(X_e - X_f)^2 + (Y_e - Y_f)^2}
\]  

(5.3)

where \(W, H\) are the width and height of the images; \(H_e\) and \(H_r\) are \(3 \times 3\) estimated and ground truth inverse homography matrices. This criterion was only computed for synthesized distortions (S1-S4).
5.1.4 Evaluation results

The evaluation results are presented and discussed below. I start from synthetic distortions that model simple single-homography transformations, two color change models and Gaussian noise (S1 to S4). To conclude, the results for S5-S6 distortions are given.

Simulating the projection on an ideal surface

Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the descriptor performance results computed for the case of synthetic distortions S1-S4, when classical color distortions and homography warping were performed on the reference image. Here, only illumination changes are simulated and not the complex photometric variations due to the projection on a color surface. It is important to mention that the applied color distortions are spatially uniform in the images, which is favorable for most of the evaluated descriptors. For the sake of compactness, I excluded HSV-SURF results from the tables because this descriptor showed the worst performance among the competitors in each case. In fact, only the H channel is invariant to light color changes, what is not the case for the V and the S channels. Furthermore, the descriptor is instable in the Hue channel for low saturated colors.

Observing the Correct Detection Rate (CDR) values in Table 5.2, two main conclusions can be made. First, Intensity-based descriptors are, in general, more distinctive than their color analogs, which is proved by lower average ranks. Second, the I-HE descriptor is the best one since almost 48% of the feature points are correctly matched. This is due to the conjunction of three factors: 1) the impact of the color changes is minimized through the use of a single channel instead of three; 2) the SURF feature point is already locally invariant to uniform contrast changes; 3) the HE provides invariance against monotonous variations when these variations are spatially uniform, which is exactly the case here.

Concerning the FM Precision results in Table 5.3, RGB-based methods have a clear advantage over Intensity descriptors, whatever the distortion type. It means there are less matches when using color, but these matches are more reliable. Thus it can be concluded that color increases the discriminative invariance power of the descriptor. Opponent, while providing low distinctiveness (it ensures less matches which is marked by low CDR values), is quite robust to the distortions defined by the Gamma color model in which it produces strong FM precision results. Regarding Retinex, it provides poor results when geometric distortions occur (S3 and S4 images). As it was previously mentioned, test images underwent uniform distortions. This explains the fact that in many cases HE and LHE do not introduce any improvement in the results. Therefore, homogeneous and monotonic color
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Distortions correspond to a favorable case for most color descriptors. The case of inhomogeneous color distortions will be encountered and in the next chapters on real-world images.

The compensation errors (Warping accuracy), presented in Table 5.4, demonstrate that good feature matching performance does not necessarily improve the homography estimation. Most of the considered descriptors yield similar results considering the average error and the average rank. For the intensity-based descriptors it can be due to their better CDR results, which means that more points are detected in general, compared to the color methods. RGB-based descriptors, on the contrary, produce less matches but most of them are correct (high FM Precision values).

One more factor complicates direct relationship between feature matching and geometric compensation results. RANSAC, used for homography transform estimation, is robust itself to outliers. Even though some descriptors show worse feature matching performance, thanks to RANSAC outlier points filtering, precise compensation (low Warping accuracy values) can be computed. Nevertheless, the obtained statistics on feature matching results can give important clues to understand each descriptor performance in each condition.

Overall, from the results obtained for S1-S4 distortions, I recommend I-HE descriptor as the most suitable for the tested scenario. This descriptor is supported by its good compensation performance (see Table 5.4) and its lower complexity, as compared with color invariance and I-LHE methods.

Another important observation can be made for the Gaussian noise influence on the descriptor performance. LHE-based descriptor is more sensitive to the noise than Intensity and RGB descriptors. It happens because rank ordering is corrupted by the noise and thus cannot be preserved which is the condition for its good performance, as previously stated in 3.2.4.

Simulating the projection on a colorful and rough surface

In this section I focus on the results obtained on S5-S6 test sets, prepared through normal mapping and blending with color background. Contrary to the previous scenario, the photometric variations involved here are complex because the reference image is mixed with bump light map and a color background. It aims to well model the complex photometric changes that can appear when an image is projected on a non-ideal surface, possible colorful and textured. To the best of my knowledge, no color descriptor has been defined specifically to deal with such distortions.

The averaged over the number of test images $^2$ CDR and FM Precision errors are col-

$^2$ The number of images are outlined in Table 4.1.
Table 5.2 Feature matching results (*Correct Detection Rate CDR*) in the case of synthetic photometric variations (*S1* to *S4* test images).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CDR (%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I-HE</td>
<td>I-LHE</td>
<td>Opp</td>
<td>Rtnx</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>RGB-LHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S1</strong></td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>83.11</td>
<td>83.76</td>
<td>83.76</td>
<td>79.79</td>
<td>84.19</td>
<td>83.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off</td>
<td>72.62</td>
<td>74.49</td>
<td>74.20</td>
<td>36.54</td>
<td>63.28</td>
<td>69.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gamma +Homo</td>
<td>26.73</td>
<td>26.56</td>
<td>25.83</td>
<td>28.44</td>
<td>24.17</td>
<td>28.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off +Homo</td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>26.16</td>
<td>25.38</td>
<td>12.04</td>
<td>20.02</td>
<td>25.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S2</strong></td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>59.92</td>
<td>61.12</td>
<td>57.16</td>
<td>40.37</td>
<td>54.08</td>
<td>55.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off</td>
<td>51.94</td>
<td>54.43</td>
<td>49.61</td>
<td>18.18</td>
<td>40.63</td>
<td>43.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off +Homo</td>
<td>19.97</td>
<td>20.55</td>
<td>18.15</td>
<td>6.61</td>
<td>14.09</td>
<td>17.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S3</strong></td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gamma +Homo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off +Homo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S4</strong></td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gamma +Homo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off +Homo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>45.38</td>
<td>46.24</td>
<td>44.30</td>
<td>29.82</td>
<td>39.83</td>
<td>43.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Rank</strong></td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3 Feature matching results (*FM precision*) in the case of synthetic photometric variations (*S1* to *S4* test images).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FM Precision (%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>I-HE</td>
<td>I-LHE</td>
<td>Opp</td>
<td>Rtnx</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>RGB-LHE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gamma +Homo</td>
<td>93.41</td>
<td>92.97</td>
<td>93.50</td>
<td><strong>97.13</strong></td>
<td>95.21</td>
<td>96.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off +Homo</td>
<td>91.12</td>
<td>90.52</td>
<td>91.03</td>
<td>92.03</td>
<td>92.04</td>
<td><strong>94.30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S2</strong></td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td>98.96</td>
<td>98.92</td>
<td>98.93</td>
<td><strong>99.53</strong></td>
<td>99.39</td>
<td>99.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off</td>
<td>97.96</td>
<td>98.30</td>
<td>98.30</td>
<td>97.78</td>
<td><strong>99.05</strong></td>
<td>98.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gamma +Homo</td>
<td>91.83</td>
<td>92.02</td>
<td>91.72</td>
<td><strong>96.98</strong></td>
<td>95.17</td>
<td>95.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off +Homo</td>
<td>88.90</td>
<td>89.70</td>
<td>88.86</td>
<td>90.78</td>
<td>91.64</td>
<td><strong>93.56</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S3</strong></td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gamma +Homo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off +Homo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>S4</strong></td>
<td>Gamma</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gamma +Homo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D-Off +Homo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>95.10</td>
<td>95.14</td>
<td>95.14</td>
<td>96.59</td>
<td>96.47</td>
<td><strong>97.06</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average Rank</strong></td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5.4 Homography compensation results (*Warping Accuracy*) for $S3$ and $S4$ synthetic test images.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synthetic Images</th>
<th>Warping Accuracy (pixels)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S3$ Gamma</td>
<td>3.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diag-Off</td>
<td>3.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S4$ Gamma + noise</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diag-Off + noise</td>
<td>4.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average: 3.36 2.86 3.24 61.87 11.60 6.13 7.09 6.54
Average Rank: 3.75 **3** 3.25 6.75 7 4.75 3.25 4

Selected in Table 5.5. For the sake of compactness, only the four top performing descriptors are displayed in this table.

First of all, in case of pure geometric distortions (dataset $S5$), HSV descriptor demonstrates a fairly good performance. High *CDR* and *FM Precision* values drop significantly when color background blending is introduced. As for the Opponent-SURF, under high color distortions it produces the most number of feature matches and they are more robust. Indeed, this descriptor has the advantage to provide pixel-wise color invariance, whereas RGB-LHE requires a windows of interest around the point, as explained in chapter 3. RGB-LHE is less distinctive, producing less matches, but with high precision. RGB-SURF, compared to its LHE version, produces more feature points but they are less precise. When background is uniformly colored, HE-based descriptors together with the others perform well.

From the presented results for $S5$-$S6$ datasets it appears that the Opponent descriptor is the best one in this evaluation. The use of RGB-LHE can also be promising because, even though it does not outperform Opponent, it presents a good trade-off between distinctiveness and robustness.
Table 5.5 Feature matching results (*Correct Detection Rate CDR* and *FM Precision*) on synthetic images generated with normal mapping and background blending (*S5*-*S6* test images).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synthetic images</th>
<th>CDR (%)</th>
<th>FM Precision (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HSV</td>
<td>Opp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5 Normal Mapping</td>
<td>27.37</td>
<td>27.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6 Normal Mapping + BG Color</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>10.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.1.5 Discussion

To sum up, below I give brief inferences on the use of each descriptor, derived from the presented study.

- HSV is advantageous when no color distortion is present;

- If the projected surface is uniform and planar, Intensity-based methods produce a lot of matches (high *CDR*) which results in a good geometric compensation (*warping accuracy*), despite low *FM Precision* values. RANSAC is capable of filtering out false matches, provided that there are enough correct correspondences. When projections are blended with color background, the use of Intensity-based descriptors is not however recommended;

- Because most of the produced distortions are global and uniform in the image, LHE does not provide any improvement. In case of projections on colorful surfaces, the results can be slightly improved. When the images are noisy (Gaussian noise applied), the results deteriorate because in this case the rank color preservation is no longer assured;

- Notwithstanding very good *CDR* and *FM Precision* results in some cases, Opponent can completely fail at producing feature points matches leading to inaccurate homography estimations. It can be explained by the losses in distinctiveness when the matched images undergo large color variations. Thus, this descriptor is efficient only for moderate color distortions.

If color distortions are moderate, the use of this descriptor can be advantageous;
• RGB-LHE appears to be the most stable descriptor in the sense that its results do not drop significantly whatever the types of color and geometric distortions. Thus, this descriptor is recommended when there is no prior information about the color distortions occurred in the matched images.

From the experiments made on synthetic and real test data, it arises that it is sometimes difficult to make a logical connection between the feature matching quality (Correct Detection Rate CDR and FM precision) and the corresponding geometric compensation results (Warping accuracy). Nevertheless, it was seen that having more feature matches (even at the cost of low precision) leads to good homography compensations by RANSAC. In this sense, high CDR values are important. On the contrary, when FM precision results are very poor, which means that feature matching fails on test data, it is very unlikely that RANSAC can correctly estimate the homography.

After presenting the evaluation of the descriptors on the synthetic data set, we now turn to the analysis of the descriptors performance on real-world projections.

5.2 Contributions for ProCam systems : static scenario

In this scenario different algorithms were tested on a set of static acquired image projections from the ProCam database described in 4.2. There are two experimental applications presented in this work. The first one is similar to the color descriptor evaluation on the synthetic dataset presented in 5.1, with the difference that the comparison of compensation methods was performed on real-world projection images. Moreover, the case of double-homography compensation was addressed in this evaluation. The second application consisted in performing object recognition from captured projected images. The problem is more complicated than classical object recognition because test images undergo more severe photometric distortions, typical for projector-camera systems, and thus significantly differ from the images used in training.

5.2.1 Geometric compensation of static images

In this first application the ProCam database was used to evaluate the performance of several homography compensation methods. Several state-of-the-art algorithms for image stitching described in 3.3.3 were considered. They are evaluated and improved in this chapter for the use in a projector-camera system.
Evaluation Framework

The objective of this framework is to evaluate several homography estimation methods in the projection-acquisition context. First, I included in the evaluation two image warping methods for stitching, described in [3.3.3] as they are. However, these methods are not adapted to deal with high photometric distortions, which occur in acquired ProCam system projections. Indeed, in most image mosaicing applications the photometric differences between the processed images are not very high and, thus color variation is not addressed explicitly. In this evaluation to make the methods be color invariant I applied Global Histogram Equalization (HE or GHE), described in chapter [3]. This method was shown to provide color invariance to various uniform photometric changes. Local Histogram Equalization (LHE), an improvement of GHE, was not used here because it is not implemented in the VLFeat library and thus it would have required a significant modification of the considered methods. Finally, to be consistent with the previous work, I added GHE-based compensation [108] evaluated in [5.1.1]. To resume, 5 methods were evaluated in this framework: two of them from stitching, their color invariant modifications and GHE-based homography estimation from the previous evaluation, hereafter denoted as Setkov2013. All the methods are listed again in Table 5.6. The first two works, marked with “-” in this table, are not color invariant, whereas the remaining three methods, marked with “+”, employ a color invariance transform at the pre-processing step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>color invariance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chang2014 [21]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaragoza2013 [21]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang2014+GHE</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zaragoza2013+GHE</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setkov2013 [108]+GHE</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6 The methods for homography estimation used in the evaluation.

As stated in [5.1.4] histogram equalization is very sensitive to the noise which appears when background is included in the equalization image area. To that end, I deliberately selected the projection area which could be easily done thanks to ground-truth data provided in the database. Therefore, I ensured that only the area of image projection was equalized. Some examples can be seen in Figure 5.2. Although in a real application the projection area should be detected in one way or another, this problem was considered as beyond the scope of this evaluation.

Two metrics were used in the evaluation. The first one, denoted as color error corre-
Fig. 5.2 Examples of projected image with Histogram Equalization applied on the projection area.

Responds to the quality of the compensated image and can be computed as the Root Mean Square (RMS) Error between the images warped by the ground-truth homography and the ones estimated by the evaluated method. This criterion is very important for SAR applications because it shows how close the compensation is to what can be ideally obtained. The second metric, called geometric error, reflects the quality of the estimated homography transformation and can be formulated as the RMS Error between the \((x, y)\) image coordinates warped by the estimated and ground-truth homographies. This metrics could be of interest for such applications as image stitching and 3D reconstruction.

**Evaluation Results**

Figure 5.4 shows the photometric and the geometric errors of the compared methods obtained on all acquired projections from the database without color background. To make the curves more comprehensible, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the errors is displayed. The values along the \(x\) axis represent the compensation errors and the \(y\) axis represents the percentage of the matched images that have errors below the abscissa value. For the sake of clarity, the curves are displayed for error values lower than or equal to 20. Observing the compensated images, it turned out that the compensations with the errors higher than 20 are too much distorted to be used as projection corrections (see error examples depicted in Figure 5.3). This error value was empirically obtained through an expert evaluation of three people and is only applicable to the used evaluation setup. This error may change for different image content, image resolution, or projection and acquisition devices.
Because all the CDF curves are monotonous, the relative performance of the methods does not change on the non-displayed parts of the plots. The two top plots in Figure 5.4 correspond to the case of a single-homography transformation, whereas the bottom plots show the results of double-homography compensation. The left graphs show the photometric errors and the left ones represent the geometric errors.

The main conclusion that can be drawn from the results is that color invariance when applied to the homography compensation methods, significantly ameliorates the compensation results. In case of a single homography, however, only the method of Chang is improved by 10.94% for photometric error and by 13.92% for geometric compensation. For double-homography transformation the improvement is strong for both methods: the color error is decreased 8.79% and 5.46% and the geometric error is decreased by 17.82% and 6.24% for Chang and Zaragoza methods respectively. These values were computed as the average differences between the results curves with and without HE for each method.

For single-homography transformations, the method of Chang with HE produces better results according to the RMS color errors and performs similarly to the competitors in terms of geometric errors. This method in general computes less matches that can be significantly improved by HE. The method of Zaragoza, on the contrary, yields enough matches and, thus, the improvement is not significant when HE is used. GHE based method is outperformed by the other methods in terms of geometric error, while the color errors are similar for many methods.

Observing the results computed in the case of double-homography, it can be seen that Zaragoza+GHE method outperforms Chang+GHE on the whole range of errors. Both methods are substantially improved by the introduced color invariance. To estimate two homography transforms in one image, not only more correct matches are required, but also a better spatial distribution is needed so that the number of matches are approximately balanced between the two projection surfaces. To finish, GHE provides a good trade-off because it produces very good geometric transform estimations and more stable results for high error values.

5.2.2 Object Recognition

The second application consists in performing object recognition on acquired projected images. As it was explained in [2.2] the acquired images undergo various geometric and photometric distortions due to the devices, the illumination, and the projection surface. All this can complicate object recognition, if the classifier is trained on reference images, while
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Fig. 5.3 Homography compensation examples with the corresponding color and geometric errors. Ground-truth compensations are shown in the first column.
Evaluations and Applications

(a) Single-Homography: photometric errors

(b) Single-Homography: geometric errors

(c) Double-Homography: photometric errors

(d) Double-Homography: geometric errors

Fig. 5.4 Compensation results

the recognition is done on acquired projections. This is a more difficult problem than the classical one due to the complex photometric distortions between test and training images. This new application might be of interest for such applications as home video projections or public presentations. In the first case, it can be used to recognize actors or movies, and in the second case it can recognize objects from images on presentation slides. This work was performed in collaboration with Fabio Martinez Carillo.

Object Recognition Framework

In this evaluation I examined the performance of several local descriptors applied to object recognition in a Bag-of-Words framework. A part of the database was used which corresponds to face images (for details refer to 4.2.2). The reference images were taken from the
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McGill Real-World Face Video Database\textsuperscript{[23]}. It includes, in total 300 images for each of 8 categories. Each category corresponds to one person that is present in different images in which the pose and background varied significantly. In total \(300 \times 8 = 2400\) images were used as training data.

In the image projections database only 10 images of each category were projected and acquired under different conditions. These images were exploited to test the trained recognition model. In fact only a part of the acquisitions was selected that corresponds to a single setup position and three different illuminations: daylight, fluorescent and incandescent lighting. In total, for each category, 30 images (10 projections under 3 illuminations) were retained for testing.

Several local descriptors were examined in this recognition framework. I-SIFT, RGB-SIFT, LHE-RGB-SIFT and PHOW-SIFT are the methods included in the evaluation. All of them were implemented in Matlab by means of VLFeat library\textsuperscript{[120]}. PHOW-SIFT, a multi-scale version of Dense-SIFT, was set to compute descriptors at every 32-th pixel. It was done in order to keep the total size of feature descriptors comparable with the other methods and to reduce the execution time.

The rough projection images taken from the database represent a difficult case for feature matching, because the projection area is not selected and photometric distortions are high. In the evaluations three scenarios were examined. First, object recognition was performed on test projection images as they are. Then, with the aim of improving the recognition rate the projection area was preselected to exclude most of the background from the feature extraction. This preselection was done manually so that projections occupied approximately \(1/3\) of the image surface. Finally, to reduce the affect of color distortions in the acquisition, a simple preliminary color compensation procedure was applied. It took into account only camera distortions and did not address either projector response, or ambient illumination. The gamma parameter value of 2.2 was roughly estimated from the acquired colorcharts (refer to Section 4.2.2 for more details about the acquisitions) and averaged for the R, G and B channels. Then, a simple white balance correction was applied by multiplying the green channel by 0.8, which corresponds to the Balance Ratio parameters in the camera. Finally, intensity factor of 0.8 was used in order to avoid saturations. The formula below presents

\textsuperscript{3}https://sites.google.com/site/meltemdemirkus/mcgill-unconstrained-face-video-database
\textsuperscript{4}an open source library VLFeat includes implementations of various computer vision implementations
http://www.vlfeat.org/
Fig. 5.5 Example of test images used in BoW object recognition framework. (a) - an RGB image provided in the database; (b) - the cropped image; (c) - the cropped and photometrically corrected image.

the transformation as a whole:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
O_R \\
O_G \\
O_B
\end{pmatrix} = 0.8 \cdot \left( \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0.8 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{pmatrix} \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
I_R \\
I_G \\
I_B
\end{pmatrix} \right)^{1/2.2}
\]

(5.4)

where \(I_{R,G,B}\) and \(O_{R,G,B}\) correspond to the initial (input) and the corrected (output) images.

Figure 5.5 illustrates test images from three different scenarios used in object recognition.

**Object Recognition through Bag-of-Words model**

Bag-of-Word (BoW) model is among state-of-the-art approaches used for object recognition [32, 60, 61]. To prepare the evaluation framework, I made use of this model, which is based at the lowest level on local point description. In this experiment I evaluated the performance of several descriptors and, in addition, analyzed the performance of object recognition in the projection-acquisition context.

The BoW model works as follows. First, local features are extracted and described from the training images. Generally, SIFT-like or other robust local descriptors are used to describe visual information in the images. The next step consists in constructing a vocabulary. To do so, detected descriptors (samples) are clustered using a classical \(K\)-means approach. Each cluster center is hereafter coded as a visual word. In the evaluation a random selection of 10% of the samples was used. The size of each vocabulary was set according to the number of detected input samples, as: \(k = \sqrt{(S/2)}\), with \(S\) the number of computed input samples. Then, a projected image is represented as a histogram of visual word occurrences. Each input sample is assigned a visual word that produces the lowest Euclidean distance on
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Finally, once the vocabulary is built and all the images are represented by their histograms, the recognition of each category was carried out by a Support Vector Machine (SVM) using the standard LIBSVM [20] implementation, using the one-against-one multi-class SVM classification with a Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel.

Results

To assess the quality of object recognition for each method I computed classification accuracy, which is a typical measure for multi-class recognition. It can be computed as the average of the diagonal elements in the confusion matrix. Figure 5.6 shows the classification accuracy results obtained by the evaluated methods on a set of image projections for the three tested scenarios. It can be seen that the combination of projection area selection and color correction significantly improves the recognition rates. Thus, it is highly recommended to perform this type of compensation prior to performing object recognition in the case of captured projected images.

By observing the performance of color descriptors, some conclusions can be made. First of all, PHOW-SIFT performs very poor because dense SIFT point sampling is very sensitive to the projection scene background. Even in the cropped images (scenario 2) there remains some background around the projection area which introduces a noise in the recognition. Next, LHE-RGB-SIFT descriptor performs well only on unmodified projection images. It means that this descriptor is more robust to the presence of background. When image correction is introduced (scenarios 2 and 3), I-SIFT and RGB-SIFT yield the best results. When color correction is not performed (scenario 2), RGB-SIFT outperforms all the methods,
which can be explained by its ability to better cope with color distortions than I-SIFT does. Partially it was shown by $CDR$ values in Table 5.3.

Figure 5.7 shows the confusion matrices for all the methods except for PHOW-SIFT that was omitted because its poor performance. From the matrices it can be seen that the recognition framework tends to misclassify images of most of the classes as “person5” category. Some difficulties are also introduced by classes “person7” and “person8”. It can be due to similar backgrounds in the acquired images and in the reference “person5” images. Color correction and projection area selection can solve this problem.

![Confusion matrices of RGB-LHE-SIFT, RGB-SIFT and I-SIFT.](image)

**Discussion**

In the presented evaluation only several local descriptors were evaluated. Consideration of state-of-the-art BoW recognition works was left out of the scope of this work. To be consistent with the previous evaluation, Intensity and color descriptors as well as HE-based color invariant method were compared. Because multi-scale dense SIFT is frequently used
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in object recognition, this descriptor was also included in the evaluation.

Another objective of the evaluation was to try previously tested descriptors in a new application framework for object recognition in the case of a projector-camera system. This first attempt opens new avenues for further investigations. Moreover, it shows another useful application of the ProCam database to object recognition.

5.3 Contributions for ProCam systems: dynamic scenario

The last part of this chapter presents a series of experiments directed at evaluating the compensation system described in Section 3.3.4. This system uses a combination of feature matching and optical flow tracking methods in order to temporally compensate image projections.

Prior to introduce the experiments made in this evaluation, several additional conditions that are not addressed in the block diagram of Figure 3.13 are presented. Depending on the nature of the video content, Optical Flow tracking can perform differently. If the motion is fast, some of the tracked feature points can go outside the image boundaries and thus disappear from the analyzed set of points. The decreased number of feature points can degrade the compensation quality, because the points might then become less well distributed spatially. To address this problem, in the FM-OF method I reiterate the Feature Matching procedure when the ratio of the number of currently available points to the initial number of points goes below the 0.7 threshold. This value empirically showed good results in the evaluation with video projections. High ratio values lead to a more frequent FM execution and, thus, to a more precise estimation with an increased run time. On the contrary, a low threshold tolerates the feature points reduction and, thus the quality degradation, while making the compensation faster.

Another point that needs to be addressed corresponds to the frequency of FM calls. OF easily fails at tracking the points on a long sequence of images. The compensation error gets accumulated passing from frame to frame. To alleviate this problem I employed a hard threshold that corresponds to the maximum number of compensated through OF images without running FM. In the experiments I chose this value to be 30, as it allows low distortions in compensation while keeping the results and the execution time reasonable.
5.3.1 Experimental data

The aim of this evaluation is to compare the performance of the proposed FM-OF compensation method with the traditional per-image FM approach. Both compared methods were executed on several video acquisitions presented in Section 4.3. First test scenario implies compensating a video sequence projected by the static setup, that is with a constant homography transformation. In this case ground-truth transformation is provided along with the tested video acquisitions. The second scenario corresponds to dynamic projections of video sequences.

The evaluation was performed in terms of compensation quality and execution time. For the static projections scenario, the quality was assessed in terms of RGB color and XY-coordinates distance between the ground-truth and the computed compensations. The average per-pixel square distances are further shown. As for execution time, the time performance was measured and compared between FM-OF and FM compensation methods.

In the case of dynamic video projections, ground-truth transformations are not provided in the database, but can be computed by manually labeling the four corners of the projection area in order to get the precise homography transformations of each projected image. However, in this evaluation a different strategy was applied to assess the methods. I made use of the ground-truth compensations from the static projection scenario of the same video to have a corrected image for every projected video frame. I compared them with the compensations estimated from dynamically projected video acquisitions. Because the photometric differences are quite high between the dynamic and static acquisitions due to inter-reflections, the projector distance to the surface, etc, a simple Gray World color compensation was employed to make the results closer. Gray World assumption [15] argues that the average reflectance of the scene is close to achromatic, i.e. the mean red, green and blue values are almost equal. Having all this said, the following transformation was applied to the obtained geometric compensations before to compute the errors:

\[ O^i = 128 \cdot \frac{I^i}{\bar{I}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

where \( i \) indicates one of the R,G,B image channels, \( I \) and \( O \) are the images before and after color correction. Here the image intensities are assumed to be in the range from 0 to 255.

Figure 5.8 shows examples of geometric compensation results with and without color correction, as well as the corresponding error values. It can be seen that in some cases it improves the results when photometric differences are high between the static and dynamic acquisitions. It also better highlights the differences between the compensations that, due
to low intensity, can seem quite similar despite different applied homography transforms. It should be noted again, that in these experiments I was not interested in the absolute compensation errors, but in the relative performance of the compared methods which was well captured.

5.3.2 Results

This section presents the experimental results obtained on several videoprotjections performed by the static and the dynamic ProCam system. These videos correspond to acquisition scenarios 2 and 4 in Section 4.3. The performance of the two compensation was compared using several evaluation metrics. Furthermore, the execution time of the compensation framework was measured.

Static Projections

Figure 5.9 shows the compensation results obtained using FM-OF (red curves) and FM (green curves) approaches. For the sake of simplicity, video sequences “Nature”, “Street” and “News” are denoted as video1, video2 and video3 (see Figure 4.14), respectively. For each video three plots are presented. The top one corresponds to the Root Mean Square Errors ($RMSE_{XY}$) of the pixel coordinates between the computed and ground-truth compensations. This measure shows the warping accuracy of the obtained compensation. Similarly, the second plot represents the RMSE of RGB compensation image values ($RMSE_{RGB}$), which represent visual differences between the original image and its projection. Finally, the third plot depicts the number of feature point pairs computed or tracked for each frame. This data give more clues on the performance of each compensation method at each frame. Blue timestamps indicate when FM was executed inside the FM-OF method. Table 5.7 summarizes the average RMSE values for each video.

Observing the results, one can make several conclusions. The compensation error produced by OF, when applied to compensate images, constantly grows over time with the increase of the number of processed frames. An example of such error propagation is depicted in Figure 5.10. However, if FM interlaces from time to time OF tracking to introduce corrections in the feature points vectors, the error growth can be moderated. Figure 5.11 shows several examples of image compensations. Depending on the projected content, the difference in performance between the compared methods can vary significantly. More pre-

---

5Sample videos illustrating how the FM-OF method works can be downloaded at: [https://perso.limsi.fr/setkov/demoVideos](https://perso.limsi.fr/setkov/demoVideos)
Fig. 5.8 Examples of the compensated images obtained through FM and FM-OF methods in the dynamic projection scenario with and without Gray World color correction. The third and the sixth rows correspond to ground-truth data based on corrected static projections of the same video sequence.
Fig. 5.9 Compensation results obtained through FM-OF method (red curves) and FM method (green curves) on statically projected and acquired videos. Blue timestamps indicate when FM was executed inside the FM-OF method. Black timestamps correspond to scene changes.
Fig. 5.10 Example of compensation error propagation by the OF-FM method. Frame \( t \) is the compensation estimated at frame \( t \), frames \( t + 10 \) and \( t + 20 \) are the compensations estimated after OF tracked feature points during 10 and 20 frames, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>video1</th>
<th>video2</th>
<th>video3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( RMSE_{XY} )</td>
<td>( RMSE_{RGB} )</td>
<td>( RMSE_{XY} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM-OF</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>4.19</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.7 Compensation performance of the tested approaches in the static scenario.

cisely, on video1 there is almost twice difference between the compensation results of FM and FM-OF methods. In fact, this video is difficult for OF because of many scenes with small deformable objects. Increasing the frequency of FM calls can improve the overall quality of FM-OF compensation. On video2, OF in many cases improves the compensation. This video is more favorable for OF because the objects are rigid and can be easily tracked. The third video3 represents the most difficult case for both methods. FM frequently fails because of the lack of detected matches. Consequently, OF, that bases on the FM estimation, cannot perform well.

Dynamic Projections

As it was mentioned in 5.3.1 for dynamic projections I analyzed only \( RMSE_{RGB} \) errors when compared the estimated compensations with the ground-truth data obtained from the static projections. Figure 5.12 presents the error curves plotted for 3 dynamic videos.\(^6\) A short part of each video was selected that corresponded to a single-homography transformation. Further, Table 5.8 lists the average compensated values.

Analyzing these results, it can be concluded that, on the first two video sequences, the Feature Matching method outperforms the FM-OF method. On video1 the differences are

\(^6\)Sample videos illustrating how the FM-OF method works can be downloaded at: https://perso.limsi.fr/setkov/demosVideos
Fig. 5.11 Examples of the compensated images obtained through FM and FM-OF methods.
Table 5.8 Compensation performance of the tested approaches in the dynamic scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>method</th>
<th>video1</th>
<th>video2</th>
<th>video3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RMSE&lt;sub&gt;RGB&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>RMSE&lt;sub&gt;RGB&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>RMSE&lt;sub&gt;RGB&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM-OF</td>
<td>14.00</td>
<td>55.13</td>
<td>25.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>12.87</td>
<td>50.17</td>
<td>29.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

not very high and can be solved by increasing the frequency of FM calls inside FM-OF method. In case of video 2 high errors produced by OF tracking can be explained by high error in the initial estimates by FM. Some improvement of FM procedure could alleviate this problem. Differently, on video 3 the FM-OF method shows quite good performance as compared to its competitor. While FM fails from time to time, OF tracking, provided good FM correspondences, yields good estimates which result in more a stable compensation.

**Time complexity**

The time complexity of both methods was measured by executing the evaluation framework for each method using the same test context. The maximum number of consecutive frames processed by OF without calling FM was equal to 30. The resolutions of the processed images were the following: 256 \times 341 for the reference images and 350 \times 450 for the acquired projections. All the algorithms were implemented using OpenCV library without any explicit parallel optimization. Execution time measurements were performed on a laptop equipped with Intel i5-4200U 1.60GHz processor and 8Gb of RAM. In the experiments FM-OF method required 0.146 sec, whereas FM method took around 0.705 sec per frame. These results demonstrate a significant speed-up in computations when performing OF + FM every 30 frames instead of applying FM at each frame.

**5.4 Conclusions**

This chapter has presented four evaluation frameworks. The first one evaluated performance of several color descriptors in a homography estimation task. Synthetically generated distortions allowed to observe how descriptor performance changes when one or another type of distortions is applied. The obtained results were analyzed both in terms of feature matching quality and homography compensation accuracy. For projections on ideal surfaces, I-HE is recommended. Concerning projections on colorful or textured surfaces, RGB-LHE provides the most stable results.
Fig. 5.12 Compensation results obtained through FM-OF method (red curves) and FM method (green curves). Blue timestamps indicate when FM was executed inside the FM-OF method. Black timestamps correspond to scene changes.
In the second framework real-world test images were used to evaluate several homography estimation methods in a projection-acquisition scenario. The results confirmed the assumption that arbitrary homography estimation methods can perform better if color invariance is applied. If the projection area can be approximately detected, then color invariance transformations can be applied at a preliminary step and thus no additional intervention in the compensation algorithms is required.

The third evaluation framework compared the performance of several local descriptors in object recognition. In this experiment, depending on whether test images will be corrected or not, I recommend the use of RGB-SIFT or LHE-RGB-SIFT for BoW-based object recognition.

Finally, an evaluation framework of the FM-OF compensation system from Section 3.3.4 was presented. The obtained results showed that, in some cases, by exploiting temporal coherence through OF it is possible to achieve results quite similar to the ones obtained through Feature Matching only. The results of this evaluation leave room for further improvements aimed at merging spatial and temporal information extracted from the images to obtain a time-efficient and high quality compensation. In terms of run time, the speed-up of the compensation obtained though FM-OF method is significant, by a factor of approximately 5, which makes the method interesting for real-time video projection compensation in SAR applications.
Chapter 6

GPU Implementation and Optimization

This chapter describes a real-time implementation of color-invariant homography compensation that was built from the algorithms that showed good performance in the previous evaluation described in Section 5.1.1. More specifically, the developed system includes LHE-RGB SURF color invariant feature matching and RANSAC algorithm for homography compensation that were implemented with GPU\(^1\) acceleration to meet real-time requirements. In fact, the evaluation frameworks, implemented in C++ or Matlab and previously used in this PhD work, require much execution time and thus they are not suitable for real-time projection experiments.

RGB-LHE SURF was chosen as the color invariant method because of its better performance over the compared descriptors which was proved by the previous studies presented in Sections 5.2 and 5.1. To develop this compensation system, a CUDA implementation of the intensity SURF\[^{[106]}\] was modified to perform RGB-LHE color transformation with the descriptor computation process.

The structure of this chapter is the following. First, the CUDA platform for parallel GPU computations is presented, CUDA was preferred to CPU optimization and other GPU optimization techniques. Then, I detail the implementation of the algorithms. More emphasis is paid to RGB-LHE SURF implementation which is the main contribution in terms of implementation efforts. Next, I go further in presenting the framework used to perform experiments and compare different implementations. Finally, the obtained results show that the GPU-based LHE-RGB-SURF implementation requires significantly less time for execution than its C++ implementation with insignificant losses in performance.

\(^1\)Graphics Processing Unit
6.1 Programming platform

Over the last years heterogeneous programming model, that uses both CPU and GPU, has gained much success in scientific computations because it delivers an easy way to exploit multi-core structure of modern GPUs to make parallel implementations, while using CPU to handle critical and difficult-to-parallelize computation parts. In such programming models CPU is often called host, while GPU is called device. The host part, executed on a CPU, is also responsible for setting up the device (GPU) context, task scheduling and smooth memory transitions and results gathering from the device after the computations. According to the NVIDIA sources, the GPU performance reached 5500 GFLOPS/s in 2014, as against 750 GFLOPS/s achieved by Ivy Bridge CPU in 2013\textsuperscript{2}. Such a difference in performance as well as the need to make the implementation parallel made my choice in favour of CPU-GPU combination outsourcing most of the heavy computations on a graphics card.

There are two general purpose GPU (GPGPU) programming platforms that are commonly used for scientific computations. The first one, called OpenCL (Open Computing Language) represents a low-level API that is supported by most graphics cards. The second one, CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture), is a platform developed by NVIDIA and restricted to be used in their video cards. Since the workstation used for the experiments is equipped with an NVIDIA card, it was decided to use CUDA. Moreover, studies showed that CUDA slightly outperforms OpenCL because of the different memory models and NVIDIA’s compiler optimizations for CUDA compared to those for OpenCL \cite{34}.

Another technique to make computations on GPUs is shader programming. Its application to general programming, however, presents a difficulty because the initial problem has to be reformulated by using basic data containers and multiple pass-rendering to off-screen framebuffers.

6.1.1 CUDA architecture

CUDA architecture consists of several layers. The lowest level corresponds to an NVIDIA graphics card with a driver that supports CUDA. Then goes the middle level represented by programming languages, typically C with some extensions, but also there are different wrappers available. At this level all algorithms implementation was performed. Finally, at the top layer there are different libraries and applications available, as for example programs for efficient matrix operations or fast Fourier transform computations.

\textsuperscript{2}The comparison plot can be found on NVIDIA webpage at\url{http://docs.nvidia.com/cuda/cuda-c-programming-guide/}
As it was mentioned above, the programming model comprises two concepts: host and device. The host program, run on the CPU, manages the computation process, including those parts dealing with GPU computations, such as GPU context set up, memory allocation, memory transfers and gathering the results. CUDA device functions, called kernels, are executed on the GPU and can be written in a C-syntax language with some extensions for parallel computations. The number of threads is specified in the host code when calling the kernel.

For programming convenience, CUDA platform provides a hierarchy of threads which allows grouping and executing them on different cores. Threads at the lowest level can be grouped in blocks that can operate on complex elements, for example vectors or matrices. At the highest level blocks are organized into grids. Both blocks and grids can be one-, two- or three-dimensional. Their size is specified before calling the kernel and limited by the hardware. Figure 6.1 provides an example of how threads are organized in blocks and grids.

CUDA platform has several types of memory accessible on GPUs. Each thread has its own private memory realized in registers. It is the fastest space that allows effective memory distribution over the threads of a block. Another type, shared memory, is a limited amount of memory reserved for each core (block of threads). In a similar manner, it provides a fast memory access and distribution over the thread blocks. Finally, global memory, accessed by all executed threads, remains persistent across kernel calls in the program and represents a significantly larger amount of GPU memory as compared to private and shared memories. Moreover, there are two types of read-only memory accessible by every thread, constant and texture. Figure 6.2 schematically shows this hierarchy.

The implementations and tests were performed on a workstation equipped with an NVIDIA Quadro 4000 video card. The NVIDIA driver version was 9.18.13.4062. Figure 6.3 presents the most relevant specifications of this card that were taken as a basis for implementation.
6.2 CUDA implementation of FM-based geometric image compensation

The implemented homography compensation system represents a pipeline of several main blocks in which each part gets data from the previous step to make computations and then passes the results to the next block. The components are depicted in Figure 6.4.
6.2 CUDA implementation of FM-based geometric image compensation

All the components, except for geometric warping, were implemented using GPU CUDA acceleration. Several CUDA implementations, available for research purposes, were taken and adjusted so that to be assembled together in one setup. Geometric warping was made by means of OpenCV library. Below goes the detailed description of each component.

**SURF Feature Extraction.** An implementation of A. Schulz\(^3\)[106], declared to processes HD images in real-time, was taken as the basis for the further system development. In this implementation integral images are effectively computed on the GPU by means of CUDPP library\(^4\). The code is optimized to work with the standard number of octaves (2 or 3) and with 4 intervals, thus it was decided to use these parameters further in the system.

**SURF Feature Description using LHE.** The A. Schulz et. al. CUDA SURF implementation was used also for descriptor computation, although I have modified it significantly to support LHE-based descriptors and to work with color images. More detailed description is presented in the next section.

**Feature Matching.** A simple nearest neighborhood matching from CUDA SURF was extended to work with color images, that is, to compute euclidean distances between 192-dimension descriptors.

**RANSAC filtering.** A CUDA-RANSAC open source implementation by N. Ho\(^5\) was embedded in the implementation. The author showed that his RANSAC is comparable in terms of accuracy with the corresponding OpenCV implementation.

**Geometric warping.** C++ OpenCV `warpPerspective` function served to warp the projection with the obtained homography transform.
Fig. 6.5 Structure of CUDA processing units. Each CUDA block processes one of the $n$ feature points ($F_{pi}$) on one color channel (R, G or B).

### 6.2.1 CUDA Local Histogram Equalization

Embedding LHE in SURF descriptor computation process was not straightforward because SURF operates with integral images computed once for each frame. In turn, LHE-SURF requires that image region around each feature point is modified through the histogram equalization transform. Since feature point regions can overlap, integral image can no longer be used simultaneously by several parallel threads to speed-up the descriptor computation process, unless the algorithm is modified.

In order to adapt the LHE-SURF for CUDA platform with a single copy of the integral image processed in parallel, it was decided to sacrifice the effective integral image summation for the possibility of performing LHE for each feature point and for each color channel independently.

Figure 6.5 shows the task distribution over a batch of CUDA threads and blocks. Each block computes one LHE-SURF descriptor for one color channel. Thus, the total number of CUDA blocks involved in the computations equals $3 \times N_{fp}$ for an RGB image, where $N_{fp}$ is the number of extracted feature points. Each block uses its own shared memory to store the feature point neighborhood in order to allow a faster access to this data when performing LHE and computing the Haar wavelet responses.

However, the size of the area around a feature point is variable depending on the scale, therefore, at high scales does not fit into the shared memory which is limited to 48Kb for the used video card. For the sake of performance, it was decided to skip points with a scale...
6.2 CUDA implementation of FM-based geometric image compensation

Fig. 6.6 An example of the command pipeline and memory access inside a CUDA block.

larger than 6, which means that only the two first octaves will be considered in contract to the standard number of octaves equaled to 3. As a result, on the tested videos, in average 5-10% of the feature points had to be withdrawn. As it will be further shown in Section 6.3.2, skipping points does not impact the results.

Figure 6.6 depicts a flowchart of the commands and memory accesses in a CUDA block. First, the block reads the feature point information that characterizes the image region to be used for descriptor computation. The data copy from the global to the shared memory is performed by all 400 threads.

Because each feature point region has its own orientation, the rotated coordinates of each sampling pixel of this region in the global image space should be computed and mapped to the shared memory space, as it is shown in the example from Figure 6.7. Next, Histogram Equalization is performed independently by each block. All threads in the block compute the cumulative histogram of the region using atomic summation operations to ensure that each thread can safely read and write the new value. At the next step after LHE computation, each thread computes Haar wavelet responses in the horizontal and vertical directions. Once all responses are computed, 5 threads sum them up and finally 4 threads write the obtained results in the global memory. When all descriptor parts are computed, it only remains to join the descriptors computed for the R, G and B channels and to normalize the resulting descriptor.
Fig. 6.7 Coordinate mapping between the global image and shared memory spaces. In this example, the neighborhood of the feature point consists of 16 subregions that are copied into the local memory after the rotation is compensated.

6.3 Quality and performance evaluation framework

This section describes the evaluation of the implemented compensation algorithms which allows to assess the quality of the CUDA GPU-based algorithm and make a comparison with C++ CPU-based implementations. First, the compared implementations are presented. For each implementation, I detail how optimal parameters are calculated so as to have a fair comparison. Then, several evaluation criteria are discussed. The comparison was performed both in terms of quality and execution time. Finally, the results and conclusions are provided.

6.3.1 Compared algorithms

It was decided to compare the CUDA implementation with one CPU implementation that uses functions from the OpenCV library. Since the OpenCV descriptor computation functions do not support LHE transformation on the processed images, the comparison was performed using only Intensity and RGB images without LHE. Moreover, it was decided to test OpenCV SURF performance in two configurations, when 2 and 3 octaves are used, to show how the quality changes when the number of octaves is reduced. It has been explained in Section 6.2.1 why my CUDA implementation has to be restricted to compute two octaves.
Table 6.1 lists the compared methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Color Transformation</th>
<th># Octaves</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUDA-SURF</td>
<td>RGB-LHE</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCV-SURF</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>2, 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1 Summary of the evaluated methods.

6.3.2 Parameters optimization

Let us explain the procedure that has been performed to find optimal parameters for each implementation that were used in the evaluations. Since the CUDA and OpenCV implementations rely on parameters within different ranges, the optimal parameters configuration was searched separately for each method. A half of the projected reference images (61 images) from the ProCam database (for more detail refer to Section 4.2.2) was used as training data to obtain optimal parameters. The precise procedure is discussed below in this section. I start by defining the best parameters for feature point extraction. A Hessian threshold determines how many points will be extracted from the images. Then, I search for the best feature matching Nearest Neighborhood Ratio (NNR), which has an effect on the number of matches that are retained. Finally, RANSAC, used to filter outliers, has two parameters to be tuned, the number of iterations and the threshold.

Feature Matching parameters

It was important to choose a good Hessian threshold, because small values may produce a large ratio of weak feature points and thus many false positive matches will be detected, which will introduce noise into the system and decrease the probability of a good compensation through the RANSAC method. On the contrary, a small threshold means that only a few points will be retained, and thus the number of correct matches may be very low (less than 4 matches for homography estimation). Thus, a threshold should be defined so that to provide sufficient margin to detect a reasonable number of feature points for different images, both with small or high responses.

To find Hessian threshold parameters, I was inspired by the work of V. Nannen and G. Oliver in [88] that studied the effect of the number of detected features on the resulting
Fig. 6.8 Number of failed compensation computed by different SURF implementations with various Hessian thresholds. The following 5 methods are evaluated: intensity and color OpenCV SURF, intensity, color, and RGB-LHE CUDA SURF. Moreover, OpenCV methods were tested with 2 and 3 octaves in feature point detection.
6.3 Quality and performance evaluation framework

Fig. 6.9 Compensation errors computed by different SURF implementations with various Hessian thresholds. The following 5 methods are evaluated: intensity and color OpenCV SURF, intensity, color, and RGB-LHE CUDA SURF. Moreover, OpenCV methods were tested with 2 and 3 octaves in feature point detection.
visual odometer performance. It appeared that the results remain stable when the number of feature points lies within a certain interval (from 50 to 200 in their application). Similarly I studied the quality of feature matching with different numbers of features that I varied in the range from 100 to 300 points per image. To do so, for each range of points \([50, N_i]\), where \(N_i \in [100, 150, 200, 250, 300]\), I found the best Hessian thresholds that gave the numbers of detected feature points close to the desired interval. Then, I assessed and compared the quality across all parameters configurations, independently for each method. Unlike most works that use Precision-Recall or Receiver Operator curves to evaluate feature matching quality, I compared the performance directly on the compensation results.

In fact, \textit{Precision} and \textit{Recall} metrics, even though providing some evidence on the behavior of one descriptor or another, cannot clearly reflect the compensation quality (refer to the study presented in chapter 5.1), because RANSAC is executed after feature matching. This method estimates the homography with a certain probability and is capable of filtering out false correspondences. To that end, I suggest considering the compensation error while keeping track of the number of compensation failures (when less than 4 matches are computed).

The compensation error was computed as the average SSD distance between the RGB pixel values in the estimated compensated images and their ground-truth compensations. A compensation is considered as failed if less than 4 matches are computed as a result of feature matching. In this experiment I fixed RANSAC parameters for all the methods, i.e. the number of iterations were 200 and the threshold value equaled 2. The plots were made by varying NNR threshold \(k\) from 0.7 to 1 with a step of 0.05. Because RANSAC is not a deterministic algorithm, for each parameters configuration I repeated the experiments 10 times and averaged the results. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the compensation results of CUDA and OpenCV implementations for different Hessian thresholds. Several major observations can be made from the obtained results. First, when there are not enough features extracted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Color Transformation</th>
<th>NNR Threshold</th>
<th>RANSAC threshold</th>
<th>RANSAC # iterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CUDA-SURF</td>
<td>RGB-LHE</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCV-SURF (2 octaves)</td>
<td>RGB</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2 Feature Matching and RANSAC parameters selected for each method based on training images.
from the images, the number of computed correspondences is not sufficient for homography estimation. Low Hessian thresholds, corresponding to 250 and 300 extracted feature points, allow having more than 4 matches almost for every image (less than or around 5 failures for OpenCV (plot in Figure 6.8(a)-(b)) and CUDA implementations (plots in Figure 6.8(c)-(e)) for NNR threshold value 0.85). CUDA implementation has a small number of compensation failures even for the threshold corresponding to 200 features. Second, if we consider the compensation errors, OpenCV implementation performs well (6.9(a)-(b)) when a large number of features are extracted. As this number becomes smaller, the performance decreases. The results are different for CUDA implementation (6.9(c)-(e)). Except for the highest threshold (that corresponds to 100 features), all the error curves are similar, which means that the implementation is quite robust against the variations of feature point quantities.

Several other observations can be made from the results. Using only 2 octaves to detect feature points improves the results (see Figures 6.8(a)-(b) and 6.9(a)-(b)). It means that in the training data there are no big differences in scale that cannot be covered by 2 octaves. Considering points at a larger scale introduces noise into the feature matching process. In the further evaluations OpenCV implementation with only 2 octaves was used.

In general, the compensation results on the training data are very similar for intensity and color descriptors. OpenCV implementation produces lower compensation errors which, however, can be explained by slightly worse results in terms of the number of compensated images.

Analyzing the plotted curves, each method was assigned a configuration of feature matching parameters (Hessian and NNR thresholds) that gave satisfactory results on the training images. The lowest Hessian thresholds corresponding to 300 features were chosen for each method. Table 6.2 shows the values of the selected NNR thresholds in the third column.

**RANSAC parameters**

The next step consists in finding optimal RANSAC parameters: the number of iterations and the threshold. The increase of the number of iterations up to a certain value can improve the compensation quality, although the execution time will be increased as well. RANSAC threshold defines the admissible distance between the planar surface estimated from a set of inliers and the rest of the points.

To find a good RANSAC threshold value, I executed all the methods several times, varying the threshold parameter in the range from 1.0 to 10.0 with a step of 0.5. To make
Fig. 6.10 Compensation errors and the number of failures obtained by the 5 evaluated methods with various RANSAC thresholds.

the results more precise, 1000 iterations in RANSAC were used. Each configuration was executed 10 times to get an average result value. Figure 6.10 shows compensation results of the methods with a different RANSAC threshold. It can be seen that increasing the threshold until a certain value has a positive effect on the compensation performance. The retained RANSAC threshold values are listed in table 6.2.

Similarly, the optimal number of iterations in RANSAC was found. The values from 100 to 4900 with a step of 200 were examined. Figure 6.11 shows compensation results from each number of iterations. For most of the methods increasing the number of RANSAC iterations up to 1000 iterations leads to a significant reduction of the compensation errors. When passed this value, the improvement is not significant. Figure 6.12 shows how the execution time changes when the number of iterations is increased. The increase in the run time is not so prominent until 3800 iterations. Then the time complexity starts to grow faster. It takes around 20 ms to complete 5000 iterations which seemed acceptable in this work. The values that produce the best compensation results were selected and presented in table 6.2.

6.4 Evaluation

In the experiments the resolution of the reference images was $367 \times 283$, and the size of the acquired projections was $630 \times 490$. All the methods were executed on RGB images with cropped projection area in order to reduce the execution time and to facilitate the feature matching. In terms of color processing, the images did not undergo any color correction.
6.4 Evaluation

Hence, the unprocessed acquired projections with their photometric distortions were used.

6.4.1 Evaluation criteria

Now, when all the parameters have been selected for each implementation, several evaluations are discussed. The algorithms were compared both in terms of time complexity and compensation performance. In the first evaluation the CPU OpenCV implementations of I-SURF and RGB-SURF were respectively compared with the corresponding GPU CUDA implementations. Total time spent on computing compensations, as well as more precise profiling are presented below. In the second evaluation, the algorithms were run on tested videos. Similarly to the previous evaluation described in section 5.2.1, the mean
SSD distance between computed and ground-truth compensations was exploited to measure the quality. On the captures through a dynamic projector-camera system, an approximate ground-truth was computed (refer to 4.3.5 to see more details on ground-truth computation for the test video acquisitions).

6.4.2 Evaluation results

This section presents the results obtained in three experiments. First, the compensation quality was evaluated on a set of video sequences projected by the static ProCam system. Second, videoprojections acquired by the dynamic ProCam system were used to compare the compensation quality of the implementations. Finally, the time complexity of the CUDA and OpenCV implementations were measured and compared.

Compensation errors obtained by the static ProCam system

Figure 6.13 illustrates the plotted error curves obtained on the training set of images. In this graph the abscissa corresponds to the number of images that are compensated, and the ordinate represents the Cumulative Compensation Error (CCE) that can be interpreted as the sum of the compensation errors for the current and all preceding images. This metrics was chosen to show the performance of a method on the whole set of images and to compare it with another method. The obtained results are quite similar on most of the image sequence. The difference is not significant with respect to the number of test images, even though for the last images CUDA-RGB-LHE error curve is slightly below the compared methods. It means that when all parameters are tuned individually for each implementation, CUDA SURF-RGB-LHE yields the best performance among all compared methods.

Next, several evaluations were made on prepared test videos (refer to chapter 4.3.1 for more details about video acquisition). For the experiments, the “Street” and “News” video sequences were selected. In the first scenario, videos were projected by the static projector-camera system. The second scenario implied that one static frame from each video sequence was projected while the system was in motion.

The resolution of the reference images was 367 × 283, and the size of the acquired projections was 630 × 490. The projection area was cropped in the acquired images in order to reduce the execution time and to facilitate the feature matching process. In terms of color processing, the images did not undergo any color correction. Hence, the unprocessed acquired projections with their photometric distortions were used.

Figure 6.14 shows the compensation results for two videos and two acquisition scenar-
First of all, it can be noticed that, for the “News” video sequence, the best results are achieved using RGB or RGB-LHE descriptors, while, for the “Street” video, Intensity-based methods perform better. Different colorfulness of the videos can explain this fact. Figure 6.15(a) and (b) show the chroma histograms of the reference and projected frames from both videos (Figure 6.15(c) and (d)). It can be seen that the “News” video sequence is more colorful and thus using RGB color space in feature matching can yield better results when compared with the Intensity-based descriptors. The compensations of the projected “News” video are significantly worse than the ones that were obtained on the “Street” video. It can be explained by the low contrast of the acquired projections which complicated the feature extraction process. As a result, only a small amount of feature points could be extracted. In this case, using color descriptors increases the feature matching recall.

**Compensation errors obtained by the dynamic ProCam system**

Passing to the experimental scenario in which static frames were projected while the ProCam system was in motion, it can be observed that the nature of the results is similar. For the projected frame from the “News” video, color descriptors are preferred, whereas I-SURF is slightly better than its RGB analog.

The results when only one frame from the “News” video was projected in the dynamic
Fig. 6.14 Compensation results obtained for two videos in two projection scenarios. (a) and (b) - “News” and “Street” videos projected by the static setup; (c) and (d) One frame from “News” and “Street” videos were projected by the dynamic setup.

setup are far better compared to the scenario in which the whole video was projected. The chosen projected frames have a higher contrast than the average contrast of the whole video and, therefore, more features can be extracted from the projected selected frames.

CUDA SURF LHE-RGB is not the best method in most of the cases, however, it is the one that gets the best average score. It has the best average rank of 2.25. It is slightly better than CUDA SURF-RGB (Avg. rank 2.5) and CUDA-I (2.75). OpenCV implementation shows worse performance in average (3.5 for the Intensity SURF and 4 for the OpenCV RGB-SURF). The differences in the results can also be explained by non-optimal parameter choice on the training images because they differ from the test data in terms of color, intensity, and distortions.
6.4 Evaluation

Fig. 6.15 (a) and (b) depict chroma histograms of two acquired (c) and two reference (d) images.

**Execution time**

Figure 6.16 illustrates the execution time curves for each of the tested methods. As it was expected, time complexity grows linearly with the number of extracted features. The time complexity of CUDA-RGB-LHE is more sensitive to the increase in feature points than CUDA-RGB, because local histogram equalization is performed three times for each feature point. This procedure is the most time-consuming in the pipeline (see time profiling of CUDA SURF RGB-LHE in Figure 6.17), thus it can be a subject for further optimizations. Even though CUDA implementation of SURF RGB-LHE is now capable of compensating images with 300 features each, at the speed of almost 10fps, it outperforms OpenCV CUDA-RGB implementation that uses only CPU in terms of time complexity. Regarding the CUDA profiling, a considerable execution time is spent on overhead expenses such as memory allocation, transfer between CPU and GPU, device synchronization. This time is very similar both for CUDA-RGB and CUDA-RGB-LHE, which means that LHE implementation does not harm the time complexity of the whole algorithm.
Fig. 6.16 Computation time required to process a pair of images and to obtain a compensation.

Fig. 6.17 CUDA implementation time profiling.
6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter two main contributions were presented. First, the implementation of LHE for CUDA SURF was described. Second, this implementation was compared with color and intensity SURF descriptors implemented in both CUDA and OpenCV in terms of execution time and compensation quality. The evaluation showed that CUDA LHE-RGB SURF is capable of compensating 10 images per second which is faster than OpenCV RGB SURF on CPU. The compensation quality differed for each method and for each experimental scenario. Nevertheless, LHE-based descriptor appeared to be the method with the best average compensation quality, followed by CUDA RGB-SURF. OpenCV implementations showed slightly worse performance, which can be explained by less optimal parameter selection and implementation particularities.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Conclusions and contributions

The objective of my PhD thesis was to investigate the problem of geometric correction in the presence of complex photometric distortions typical for a projector-camera system. In the context of this work three questions, formulated in Section 1.2 were addressed. The main contributions and conclusions are described below.

Color invariance feature matching. Color invariance effect on feature matching between reference and acquired projected images was studied through the example of Local Histogram Transform and some other color invariant spaces. The properties of the local descriptors were studied and several evaluations were made. Moreover, a new LHE-based color invariant descriptor was proposed which was shown to be invariant to the color changes produced by a ProCam system. In the evaluation from section 5.1, LHE-RGB SURF was the most stable descriptor with the best average compensation quality. It failed in less scenarios than its competitors. In case color distortions are uniform in the image, the use of intensity global histogram equalization is more advantageous when compared with the other descriptors.

ProCam database. A part of my work was dedicated to preparation of a large database of acquired projections, called ProCam database (Sections 4.3 and 4.2). It covered various scenarios when a ProCam system was used, including image and video projections from static and dynamic positions. Reference projected content consisted of images representing different categories (natural images, faces, corporate presentations) and videoprojections. Different geometric distortions ranged from single- to quadruple-homography transforma-
tions and were either static or changed dynamically in each capture. Photometric distortions were represented by four illumination sources, colored backgrounds and eventually by the uncalibrated projection and acquisition devices. The database was provided with additional data that allow computing ground-truth geometric transformations and performing different color corrections. The importance of the presented database was shown by three evaluations (Sections 5.2, 5.3, and 6.4) and by one application to object recognition in the ProCam system context (Section 5.2.2).

**Evaluations and applications on Static ProCam acquisitions.** One of the evaluations was performed on static projected images from the database (5.2.1). This experiment aimed to study to which degree the quality of geometric compensation for visualization quality enhancement can be improved when color invariance is enabled. The results revealed that, in general, color invariance improves the homography compensation quality. Particularly, it was demonstrated by the example of homography estimation methods for image stitching improved by HE color invariance.

Another application of the database was proposed in this work which consisted in performing object recognition through the Bag-Of-Words method from a set of projected images (Section 5.2.2). This application could be interesting for both research communities and industry that deal with home or corporate projections and that are interested in object recognition. Indeed, such an application could recognize actor/movies in the case of home projector cinema, and different objects (buildings, cities, or products) from presentation images. The experimental results showed that this problem is far more complicated than the classical object recognition problems because the BoW classification model was trained on original (projected) images whereas recognition was performed from acquired projections that had strong photometric distortions due to the uncalibrated camera and projector responses, and illumination in the scene. Hence, solving this problem requires some preprocessing to improve the recognition quality. Namely, two steps were carried out. The first one, a simple color correction, minimized the color distortions, whereas the second one, projection area selection, reduced the effect of the background and, thus, the number of noisy feature points involved in object recognition.

**Evaluations and applications on Dynamic ProCam acquisitions.** To address the problem of geometric compensation for video projections, in Section 3.3.4 I proposed to use a combination of Feature Matching and Optical Flow algorithms. It allows exploiting temporal coherence of the projected video content and applying it to optimize geometric transfor-
mations. The results obtained in Section 5.3.2 showed that if Feature Matching is performed from time to time (for example, every 30 frames) and the rest of the time low-weight Optical Flow is applied, the compensation results do not degrade much, while yielding a significant gain in the time complexity (by around 5 times in the experimental framework).

**GPU parallel implementation of the color invariant Feature Matching compensation**

In order to demonstrate that color invariant feature matching can potentially be applied for real-time geometric compensation in a ProCam system, in this work a compensation framework, described in Chapter 6, was implemented with the use of GPU parallel processing tools. I began with an open-source CUDA SURF implementation that was then modified by embedding LHE computation and multiple-channel descriptor computation and matching. The implementation was completed with an CUDA RANSAC implementation that had been also publicly available.

In the evaluation I compared the performance of the CUDA and OpenCV SURF implementations. Obtained on a series of experiments described in Section 6.4, the results allow making several conclusions. First, it was shown that CUDA RGB-LHE implementation had in average the best compensation quality compared with Intensity- and RGB-SURF implemented in CUDA and OpenCV. It proved the first evaluation performed on a synthetic dataset in which the LHE-RGB descriptor had in average the best performance.

Second, CUDA implementations of several SURF-based feature matching techniques generally give better image compensation quality than the corresponding OpenCV implementations. Finally, an analysis of the time complexity of the methods was presented. Although LHE-based version is slower than its Intensity- and RGB-CUDA analogs, it is still faster than OpenCV RGB-SURF compensation with an average observed speed of 10 fps. For comparison, C++ OpenCV RGB-SURF implementation could only process around 6 frames per second.

### 7.2 Future work perspectives

My PhD thesis research work opens several research avenues in the field of geometric compensation for SAR. This section summarizes several perspectives of unintrusive geometric compensation based on the outcomes of my research work:

**Binary descriptors.** More investigation can be performed to examine the performance of binary descriptors, such as BRISK and FREAK, in the context of homography compensation...
in a projector-camera system. The main advantage of these descriptors is a significantly reduced time complexity in comparison with more conventional SIFT and SURF, which could be an important factor in such real-time applications as geometric compensation for ProCam systems. Moreover, binary descriptors should be suited for ProCam systems because they are independent on the absolute values of luminance but only depend on the color ranking, as for LHE descriptors.

**Adaptive method for most suitable color descriptor selection.** Since in my evaluation several descriptors showed good performance in different color distortion scenarios, the choice of the most suitable descriptor can be made adaptively depending on the type of distortions. In the simple case of homogeneous color changes, I-HE can be applied. When complex inhomogeneous color distortions occur, the best would be to use RGB and LHE-RGB based descriptors.

**A generic Multiple-homography compensation.** Even though the case of multiple-homography transformations was addressed in the prepared ProCam database, more work can be done generalize the compensation approach, described in Section 3.3.3, to simultaneously compensate 3 and more homography projections. This work presented only double-homography transformation compensation in which the heuristic algorithm performed well. This algorithm should be validated on more complex projection transformations.

Another improvement, that needs to be performed, is automatic estimation of the number of projection surfaces. It is useful in the case of a dynamic ProCam when projection is performed dynamically on an arbitrary number of planar surfaces (for example, one or two surfaces in the video projections described in Section 4.3.1). This problem could be approached by analyzing the sets of inliers obtained by RANSAC.

**Spatial image information extraction for efficient feature matching.** The developed geometric compensation algorithms were based only on extracted local features. Such an approach provide good results if the matched images contain high frequency information. If the images contain large uniform regions, then feature matching would probably fail because there are not enough feature points extracted from those regions. To cope with this problem image segmentation could help. Matching in this case could be performed at the level of the whole uniform image regions, rather then local features. However, large color variations in the matched images complicate segment matching. It is difficult to achieve similar segmentations so as to have similar segments in the both images.
An alternative approach to improve the matching quality can be represented by Graph Matching algorithms [23, 65, 136]. Exploiting spatial coherence between the detected features would improve the robustness to false matches that do not fit in the graph structure. However, time complexity of the graph matching techniques could become an issue when targeting real-time performance.

**Improved Feature Matching-Optical Flow (FM-OF) compensation method.** Several ways can be taken to improve the compensation quality of the FM-OF method. First, the thresholds can be adaptively optimized along a video stream to make the system more generic. Second, the quality of OF can be ameliorated by better exploiting previously estimated transformations, for example a feature point motion history can be used to make the tracking more robust. Finally, statistical filtering, such as Kalman, can employ a smoothness constraint on the resulting homography to improve its detection on a sequence of spatially coherent images.

**Geometric compensation-based color correction.** Because the results of geometric compensation provide a per-pixel correspondences between the reference and the acquired projected images, this information can be leveraged to estimate color transformation on the fly. By gathering the corresponding pixel color values during several frame, it is possible to get an approximated model that maps original projected color values to the acquired ones. The advantage of such an approach lies in the fact that both color and geometric corrections are working together in an unintrusive ProCam system. However, several challenges can be mentioned. First, in such a compensation system, the color compensation quality would strongly depend on the precision of the estimated geometric transformation. Second, the problem of choosing the color mapping function would occur if there is no information *a priori* available on the device responses and the illumination in the scene. Next, the problem of inhomogeneous color variations, for instance when the projection surface is nonuniformly colored or when ambient illumination lights only a part of the projection, should be additionally addressed. Finally, the compensation results as well as the number of frames, needed to adapt the color compensation model, would depend on the color distribution in the projected content. It is not guaranteed that the sufficient number of color will be projected to cover the whole color gamut.

**Human evaluation of developed compensation methods.** All the evaluations, presented in my PhD work, aimed at quantitative quality assessment of different algorithms. Since er-
ror measures sometimes differ from the human perception, it could be interesting to perform a human evaluation of the compensation quality of the developed methods.

**Passive-active hybrid compensation approach.** To make a robust geometric compensation system suitable for SAR applications, Structured Light techniques could be added to unintrusive content-based compensation. The former method is executed only when the later fails, which could be the case for homogenous and textureless images or very complex color, or geometric distortions that are difficult to deal with local feature matching.
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